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Creativity. That is exactly what Unread is about. Life gets very busy – we all have somewhere to be,
something to do or a deadline to meet. Undoubtedly, forgetting about those little things that bring
joy to our everyday. Being happy, feeling fulfilled is a big part of keeping our mental wellbeing intact
and in the green zone, but it can be hard.
Now you’re here, stop and think for a second. Think about the activities, the hobbies or the events
that make you smile.
We all have that one thing that we enjoy doing. Whether or not we are a pro at it, it is something we
look forward to doing. For many it is writing, for others it is drawing or photography and for some,
it is travelling and appreciating the beauty and wonders of the world. At Unread, we gather likeminded creative individuals to inspire you to do or keep doing what you love.
Like every issue, we have brought to you some fantastic articles and interviews with unique
individuals. There is something for everyone so skim through the contents page and click on the title
that catches your eye – we know you’ll find something! If there is something you would like to see
more of, let us know.
For Unread’s 11th, we were lucky enough to speak to authors Janet Kozak and Amara Luciano (she
reveals her BEAUTIFUL book cover, check it out!), poets Mhari Grace and Mejgan, the talented human
behind Saint Wools and artist Krystan-Grace (her work will you take your breath away).
Of course, it doesn’t stop there! Check out our great interviews with @LeBrunchSquad, Madison (the
brilliant human behind @zerowastecalifornia) and the inspiring charity agara.
Remember, we are also accepting guest submissions and creative guides! If you are doing something
creatively magnificent and would like to share your tips and experience, get in touch. We’d love to
collaborate. Check out our recent collaborations so far on our website (You’ll find Amara Luciano
here too!)

Lubna

Happy reading!

Founder, Unread

To get involved or any other enquiries
visit our website or drop us an email:
unreadmag.com
unreadmagazine@gmail.com
@unreadmag
@unreadmag
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AUTHOR

Amara Luciano

BY LUBNA

Amara Luciano is a unicorn-obsessed, smiley YA fiction author, who writes stories
featuring magic, misfits, and mystical (mis)adventures. She’s also the co-founder
of an independent publishing called Wonder Heart Books. What else does she
do? Well, she teaches other fiction authors how to market their books, shares
tips for staying peacefully creative, and writes empowering love letters & poems
for creative millennials on her website amaraluciano.com. She loves heart-ready
smiles, chocolate anything, and people who win love by daylight.
Her spirit animal: a Kara Danvers-Zendaya cross-mix.
Her motivational mantra: “If I can see it in my heart,
I can hold it in my hands,” à la Cara Alwill Leyba.
You can knock on her social media doors @amaraauthoress
pretty much everywhere, but she likes Instagram best.
Head on over; there’s always room by the bookshelves.
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Had you always wanted to be an author?
No! Haha. My relationship with writing goes hand in hand with how I used to treat
reading as a kid: like a chore.
If you were to tell me then that I would become notorious for carting yellow legal pads
and tabbed library books through my high school halls, I never would have believed you.
When my siblings and I were growing up, my mom used to post fanfiction on her
LiveJournal and stay up ‘til all hours of the night reading one...more...chapter of
whatever book she was devouring before work. And because I disliked anything that
took away her attention (single mom woes), reading became enemy number one.
I finally caved at age 12, when my mom very wisely put me in front of a budding YA
section at a local bookstore. After that, I begged her for notebooks to scribble all my
ideas and she would smuggle those legal pads home to me from her job.

"Staying well-read and well-entertained is
probably the BEST inspiration hack I know! “
Where do you get your inspiration from when writing?
Staying well-read and well-entertained is probably the BEST inspiration hack I know!
My words and ideas run dry if I haven’t been reading regularly--whether that be fiction,
nonfiction, or poetry.
Seeing how words are strung together to create and/or resurrect whole worlds is the
quickest way to curing any block or slump that might be coming on.
A little TV never hurt anyone either! I’m notorious for finding dramatic or intense
shows that really do justice to their characters, plots, and settings--I love picking apart
everything the showrunners and screenwriters do! In fact, I read screenplays as well for
this reason. I make it a point to read something of a story, any story, multiple times a
week.
If I stop learning, then I stop being inspired. ;)
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Give us a little insight into your
book, ‘Where time couldn’t follow’
Where Time Couldn’t Follow is my loving,
heartfelt “thank you” to my wonderful
readers and Instagram followers in the
form of a 30-pg magical realism short
story.
The lovely humans who follow me online
are constantly reading the micro fiction I
share and so I wanted to put something
together that is exclusive to those
who take that extra step with me and
become Magic + Misfit members on my
website. Magic + Misfits is how I pop into
readers’ inboxes and let them know how
my writing is faring, how their creativity
can improve, and is also where I actively
seek out ways to make them smile. The
project actually started out as a prompt
my near-and-dear readers voted on!
Sola Ruiz is our main character, a fourteen-year-old girl who has one special job that
keeps her day from being boring: protect a magical clock passed down to her by her late
grandfather. She’s been pretty good about keeping the family secret, but then a strange
boy shows up at her doorstep with some not-so-fun demands and a terrible threat. The
mystery behind the clock and the boy kicks off from there!
Are you working on your next book(s)?
Yes! I’m actually the co-founder of an independent publishing company called Wonder
Heart Books, where our mission is to create + promote honest, hopeful, and humorous
stories featuring diverse ethnicities and worldviews for Children’s and Young Adult
readers. You can follow us @wonderheartsociety on Instagram for more info.
I have a longer novel idea I’m working on, but these days the real clincher on my creative
schedule is Wonder Heart’s first lineup of titles. I’m penning a short story collection of
seven stories, the first four of which will be released separately, leading up to a HUGE
release in the Fall.

In fact, I thought I’d reveal the cover of
our first digital short, called Bride of
Dreams, right here... for the first time.

Bride of Dreams is going out into the
world on June 19th! Put yourself down
for the all the fun to come if you’re a fairy
tale/fantasy fan! Again, there’s more inside
scoop to be had @wonderheartsociety.
And that’s all I can say about it for now. <3
Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
I don’t try to see myself that far ahead. I
really try to go no further than the current
week I’m in. I’m very much a champion
of enjoying my life and creativity each
moment of each day. I find that if I lose
sight of the current moment, the clarity of
my vision becomes clouded.
You’d think it would be the opposite! But, it’s so important for me to really hone in on
what I’m doing day-to-day so I can pour my most authentic self into everything I do.

"Nothing comes truly easy to anyone“
What challenges do you face when writing? And how do you tackle them?
I never feel “smart enough” to write. This is an insecurity that likes to rear it’s ugly head
at the start of every new project. I was never the smartest kid in school... in fact, my
sister and co-founder of Wonder Heart Books has the most wild brain--she’s able to
master so many skills at one time, it’s incredible! I, on the other hand, have always been
pretty average at most things.
But when this self-limiting belief crops up I remind myself that even someone like
my sister has to work exceptionally and consistently hard at whatever she becomes
passionate about. Nothing comes truly easy to anyone. And if I want to be truly

wonderful at this one thing--writing--then I
have to commit to my craft. I have to show
up as often as I can and prove to my Muse
that I’m here to stay. I’m here to learn. I’m
here to improve.
And then I dive back into whatever project
I’m working on, no holds barred!
When you aren’t writing, what are you
doing?
Taking reading off the table, it’s usually one
of three things:
1. I create something else
2. I finetune another skill
3. I throw on my pyjamas +
stick my face in front of a TV
Most days, I’m putting together new Instagram posts to inspire my readers, recording
an episode of my upcoming podcast, drafting new motivational/educational emails to
my mailing list subscribers, working on my website, working on marketing campaigns
for Wonder Heart’s upcoming releases, practicing my Spanish...
What I’m getting at here is I’m basically a loving workaholic... until a day comes
when I need those PJs and perhaps a piece of Tres Leches (aka the most divine
dessert ever invented).
How do you manage your time between writing and other responsibilities?
Lists are my best friends! I write them everywhere--my planners, my notebooks, the
Notes app on my phone. If I don’t write it all down, I’m liable to forget something and
become anxious. I like to have ideas for what I want to tackle in the day. I try not to plan
each day out, though--goes back to living in the moment as much as possible.
What I do is sit down every morning and ask myself what it is I’m looking to do that day.
I also have a look at what deadlines I have to meet. I prioritize from there. And then I
systematically tackle each item on the list, so long as my mood is right and my heart is
in it.
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Your favourite author?
Such a tough one. I’ve been obsessed with Sarah Addison Allen’s books for the last year
now and recommend her to anyone who likes the sound of “southern-fried magical
realism.” But, I’m also a HUGE fan of Roshani Chokshi, Marie Rutkoski, Leigh Bardugo,
Rae Carson, A. C. Gaughen, Melina Marchetta, Anne Bishop, and Sharon Cameron...
I really can’t pick one! All of these amazing women have written more than one book I’ve
been a huge fan of!
Your favourite book?
Again, super tough. But, because I can see almost anyone loving this absolutely beautiful
book, I’ll say Echo by Pam Muñoz Ryan.
Why is writing special to you?
Don Miguel Ruiz talks about how the mind lives in multiple dimensions in The Four
Agreements: A Practical Guide to Personal Freedom. He writes, “There may be times
when you have ideas that don’t originate in your mind, but you are perceiving them
with your mind.” And this can totally be a harmful thing, listening to so many things at
once (especially with how inundated we are with content nowadays). But, I LOVE that I’m
usually living in more than one world from moment to moment (again, this is why I love
to live in the moment).
There were tons of phases of my life where going to another world either healed or
comforted me. There were equally as many versions of myself who asked questions that
ended up going unanswered because my worldview was still too narrow or I didn’t have
the right support system to turn to.

"Therefore, Everything I write is dedicated to those
selves who still don’t have all the answers. The versions
of myself who maybe needed a friend, a display of
unconditional love, an ounce of borrowed courage.
A villain to blame, a beast to slay. A new world to
explore. A place just to be, really. “
7

Lastly, what is your favourite quote?!
There are so many profound ones I turn to on a regular. But one of the most beautifully
simple and uplifting quotes I reference all the time comes from Sarah Addison Allen’s
First Frost:

“Food is just something you grow and recipes
are just words written in notebooks. They are
nothing until the right person comes along.
And that’s when the real magic happens.”
Whenever I read those words, they sparkle like
sugar. I’m not much of a cook, but I think these few
lines can be applied to anything in life.The truth
is, self-comparison has never been more harmful
to the worth of yourself and your creativity. It’s so
easy to get wrapped up in your own ideal of what
an experience is supposed to be like. We can even
become protective or jealous of our work and
others’ success.
But this quote reminds me to treasure who I am
and where I’m at. No matter how many ideas
are born and reborn out there in the ether, I
will always bring something wonderfully unique
to the idea that comes down and chooses me. No
one will be able to replicate the work we do
together. No one can be who I am and do what I do.
Did you feel that too? That weight sliding off your shoulders? I’m with you.

Now, let s go make what we want to make.
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A question I’m constantly asked: “What do I do and where do I
go once I’ve finished writing?” Which is really just a variation of
other questions I get like: “How do I do more? How do I write and
edit faster? How do I get people to care about my writing?” All of
these questions are asking the same thing: “How do I rewrite my
cosmic destiny to be the best in the world right now?!?”
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The short answer? Don’t rush. Please, don’t rush.
Here’s my long answer: Self-comparison is the Iago of your friend group--sweet-faced and easy to
trust, all the while playing on your doubts and fears, patiently pushing you towards self-sabotage.
The reality is you’ve left the door open for this unwelcome guest with rounds and rounds of social
media spirals.
It’s so easy to thumb the Instagram app open and start scrolling away your love for yourself. All
the truly beautiful things you’re capable of become insignificant when you’re faced with everyone
else’s accomplishments. Not long after that, you might pick up a best-selling author’s book and
start judging your writing based off of the almost infinitely reworked content inside. You start to
wonder if your writing will ever make it onto the shelves, if your dreams are worthwhile, if you
yourself are worthy of any of it...
If you’re a writer, then you’re a reader too (and if you’re not, you should probably rethink that). And
despite how much I know you hate spoilers, here’s the truth:

You cannot create your most authentic work if you do not love
every bit of who you are. That includes loving the you who is
poised at the edge of another uncertain project.
And, listen, I know you’re not a fool. I know there are things you can’t accept about yourself, things
you hope to change. I know you know that this next piece could very well end up in the back of your
hard drive again. Rejected, unwanted. You might spends hours and hours on end trying to perfect
something that may never see the light of day again.
But that is the beauty of creativity. It is a living act. If you tie your joy to the fact of your writing,
rather than the outcome, you’ll start to experience more creative freedom.
And the beauty of being human is you get to improve and still love your imperfections. That’s
freedom too.
Freedom invites so many new perspectives. You start to inspect every nook, cranny, and scar in
your heart with curiosity and wonder. You’re less afraid of feeling and doing. You’re quicker to show
perfectionism the door. You’re more willing to unpack your capabilities and explore the surprises
inside you.
And as much as I want this for you, my desire isn’t enough. You have to start treasuring your
beginnings. If you don’t enjoy the stakes now, where will you be when news of your publishing deal
lands in your inbox? What will you do when all those new demands and pressures reach for you?
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Beauty does not come without pain. And as Glennon Doyle Melton repeatedly says, “First
the pain. Then the rising.” You could swap that for: “First the work. Then the rest.”
You cannot afford to cut out all those hours, days, months, and years you’ll spend
stitching together a new heart for a new story. None of the road behind you is rendered
meaningless just because your draft never received the recognition you were hoping for.
Every inch forward will bring you closer to the kind of writer you actually want to be.
There are so many experiences, both good and bad, that are waiting for you as soon as
tomorrow. Any one of those untapped moments are screaming with potential. Everything
around you is a catalyst for your creative energy exploding on the page. There is always
room for growth! For change!
You can change your habits right now to harness more of your creativity on a given day.
You can turn your resentment into acceptance of the fact that there are some things
which have to take precedence over your writing. You can just breathe and be human. I’ve
said this before and I’ll say it again: the beauty of it all is YOU GET TO MAKE THE CHOICE.
Whether you become published is not a yes or no, right or wrong question. It’s only a
question of your vision.
If you’re impatient, tell me, is it because you assume your current circumstances will change
somehow if you only had this one thing? Are you tying an unreasonable expectation to
your writing? Could it be this is why your inspiration has lost touch and your motivation
feels cramped?
I want to challenge and empower you to ask some new questions: “What can I take into
my own hands right now? What can I choose to let go of? How can I start again today?”
“How can I rewrite today’s destiny so that I can become the best me in the world?”
Please remember: success is a feeling. So is joy. And you can choose to feel both every
day.
Now, don’t expect to wake up singing back to the birds every morning, but by shifting
your perspective on today, on this very moment, you’ll find room for joy.
Treasure your beginnings. I promise they won’t fail you.
Besides, when are you ever really finished writing?
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Mhari Grace
BY LUBNA

UK-based Mhari Grace adores creating
– whether it’s painting, writing or
composing, like Unread, creativity is her
thing! She’s a full-time student studying
English Literature and Philosophy and
Ethics, who has also published her own
poetry book. Having kept a diary since the
age of 9, Mhari officially started writing
poetry in November 2016 and created her
Tumblr in the Autumn of 2017 – she’s been
writing daily ever since! YOU GO GIRL!

@graciepoetry_

Buy poetry book

Congratulations on publishing ‘Lavender and Other Field Flowers’! What was the
process behind this book?
I actually started writing it a month after I started sharing my work publicly. My process
was me trying to explore how I was feeling at the time as I was dealing with some mental
health issues as well as all the problems that come with growing up. The uncertainty of it
all; never knowing which decision was the right one, and generally trying to find out who
I was and what I wanted to do with my life! I knew that I couldn’t be the only one feeling
this way, so I tried to focus all my emotions into poems and share them in the hopes
that other people could relate to them. Luckily, a few of my earlier drafts were received
well and that’s when I knew It was a feeling worth connecting over. There are 30 poems
that all have hidden meanings. Originally inspired by Hamlet, I tried to harness the
symbolism behind each flower and connect it to issues that I was dealing with. There’s a
poem for everyone, that is for sure.
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What inspires you?
Everything inspires me. As cliché as that sounds, I hear such amazing
stories and pieces of music daily that spark an idea in my head. When
I see people, who are my age (I’m 18) working towards something
passionately, It inspires me to do better and to connect with people.
Why do you write?
I write to give myself an outlet. I’m the sort of person who always has
to be doing something, no matter how small. So, I write to express
myself and also to mark my teenage years as well. That’s really
important to me.
What do you hope to achieve through your writing?
I hope to achieve a feeling of comfort within everyone who reads my
book. I want people to take anything away from these poems, whether
it be “I’m not alone” or “it’ll get better”. Because it does get better, and
you’re never really alone.
Tell us more about your writing process?
It’s quite spontaneous. My inspiration for a poem could be a memory
of mine and maybe I’ll describe that or it could be a scene from a
movie, and I will just write about how it made me feel. Any one of my
poems could stem from a single word, or song lyrics or even a colour,
which makes it so fun to explore different avenues of poetry.
Did you ever find it difficult to publicly share your writing?
In the beginning, yes because I didn’t know if I was good at writing
poetry. I was worried that people wouldn’t like it or that they’d think it
was ‘bad’ poetry (if there is such a thing). I became more comfortable
when I made friends who also wrote poetry and when I’d receive
messages from people sharing their stories because it made me
realise that it wasn’t about how ‘good’ you were, it was just about how
you made people feel. After that, I have no worries about whether my
work is good enough.
When you’re not writing, what are you doing?
Mainly reading. I read a lot, which is probably one of my biggest
influences. I also play the piano, paint, but I’m also a full-time student
so I study a lot as well!
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Your top 5 pieces of advice to those creative individuals out there
who also want to write, but feel hesitant?
Okay, I hope I do this question justice!

1. Write every day. Whether it is just a diary entry
explaining your day, whether you write songs, even
shopping lists! It all helps, and practice makes
perfect
2. Always try and find ways to change things up. I
love creating challenges for myself, like random
themes to write about. This can also be very fun
3. As long as you’re happy with what you’re writing,
then it should be good enough. Try and push the
boundaries a bit, but make sure you’re happy with it
first and foremost
4. Connect with others. Joining a poetry community
can be really good for getting ideas and support
5. Remember that poetry is meant to be different
and expressive

What movements are you most passionate about?
I am passionate about so many but in particular sustainable fashion
and eco friendly living as well as nature preservation.
What are your goals for 2018?
To try and live more consciously, learn more and to try and connect
with others as much as I can!
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TURN OVER
TO READ
MHARI’S
POETRY!

Butterfly-Weed
Oh how blissful it is to be 17,
an age of potential and liminality.
Only the depths of ones-self can be reached here
between the trees and the trickle of the naïve streams.
Oh how these summer days will cease,
my first love and the cloudy memory
Of those strings and warm springs
Relentless, at peace.
Cursed by the love I receive by my love, at 18.
A memory that fades with every waking day
like a wash of colour on a grey screen,
cleansed and laid among the river’s new-born clay.
All that is left is those grey skies,
and white noise next to this nearby brook,
The thought of never seeing you again binds me
to misery and the memory of your outline
on the front lawn waiting
Patiently.

INSIGHT: With Butterfly-Weed, I tried to capture the feeling of growing
up. For me, and I’m sure for many others, I felt as If I had a mist over my
eyes. I was feeling confident and myself but also, very reliant on public
image and the opinion of others. I struggled to figure out who I really was,
what I believed in and I still do not fully know. I imagine the freedom of
childhood to be as blissful as a summers day, but as I got older, those days
got cloudy and complicated. The whole poem is really just a poem of conflict
between two sides of myself.
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Violets
A strand or two may fall
But no more than three.
What was a dull drag of plain-jane
Brown is now a burst of ecstasy.
Burning with violet rebellion and
Messy undertones of green jealously.
Now three or four strands fight the fight
With weak repentance.
And there she goes again, one inch
Two inches, gone for another year.
Now chin length, and sharp –
Will they every see her coming?
Undercut the excess of leafy green,
The unstoppable purple shield.
The day of rebirth,
The day of reconciliation.

INSIGHT: With Violets, I always saw people who dyed their hair as so much
cooler than me. This poem is about a younger version of me, cutting my hair
(which I loved for some reason, always having it very short). It’s also about
my hair not wanting to be cut off, and the identity I adopted with my long
hair. How much girlier I look and for some reason, that didnt feel like me.
By cutting my hair, I became more of myself. It would be the ‘day of rebirth’
for me because I’d become more grounded within myself which used to be
very difficult because growing up, you don’t know what you want, you’re still
learning. On the flip side of this poem though, It is about a gardener trying to
dig up some violets, with their undercut of leafy green. The day they would be
taken out, would be the day of rebirth for new flowers.
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Mejgan
BY LUBNA

Mejgan graduated from the
University of Toronto and is now
completing her Master’s at Queen’s
University. Her thesis explores
marriage choice and attitudes
amongst Afghan women living in
the Canadian diaspora. She hopes
to pursue her PhD afterwards and
become a university lecturer. But
ultimately, her dream is to find her
books in every woman’s bookshelf.
@mejgan.writes

When did you start writing? And what type of writing do you enjoy doing?
I’ve been writing since I was a child but even before I knew how to read or write, I would
often entertain my family through my endless tales and wild imagination. My writing
style varies depending on the message I want to send; sometimes through formal
academic pieces, sometimes through poetry, sometimes just a short note on my phone,
but so long as my inner thoughts are spread out on paper, that is when I feel the most
free.
What inspires you?
Inspiration is all around us, but I think I am most inspired when I am at my most
vulnerable.
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What do you hope to achieve through your writing?
I hope my writing makes people feel accepted, validated, and understood. I hope
it makes people question everything they were so headstrong about. But most
importantly, I hope my writing gives hope to people who feel alone, that there are so
many souls just like them who feel the same way they do.
Tell us more about your writing process?
I don’t have a writing process. I write only when the feelings no longer want to live within
me and are ready to be shared with others.
Tell us more about your writing process?
It’s quite spontaneous. My inspiration for a poem could be a memory of mine and
maybe I’ll describe that or it could be a scene from a movie, and I will just write about
how it made me feel. Any one of my poems could stem from a single word, or song lyrics
or even a colour, which makes it so fun to explore different avenues of poetry.
Did you ever find it difficult to publicly share your writing?
It took me a long time to share my work with anyone, so the thought of sharing it online
for strangers to read never even crossed my mind. It felt too vulnerable. It took me
many years to learn how to accept myself. Growing up I always knew I was different
from others. This became more obvious as I entered my late teens and early 20s. I
knew my life was different than others, I knew my vision was different than others, and
this used to cause me a great deal of pain. I would often ask myself, why I couldn’t just
conform and be “normal” like everyone else. That was until I decided to do something
bold and share my writing on social media. I later found out that I wasn’t as alone as I
thought. That people had the same fears as I did, they just had not found their boldness
yet to also be open.

Through accepting myself, I said goodbye to doubts
and insecurities constantly filling my mind and instead
opened myself to being more open. Being open about
myself, being open to change, and being open to new
opportunities. It was the best decision I’ve ever made.

When you’re not writing, what are you doing?
Reading. Talking with madar jaan. Strolling through bookstores. Spending time with
loved ones. Visiting new places. Eating. Lots and lots of eating.
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Your top 5 pieces of advice to those creative individuals out there
who also want to write, but feel hesitant?

1. I can’t dance to save my life, does that mean I should never
dance? I can’t sing well, does that mean I shouldn’t sing along to
my favourite songs? There are individuals way better at makeup
than me, does that mean the way I do my makeup is wrong? There
are writers with millions of followers, does that mean my writing is
not good enough because I don’t have as many followers as them?
The point is, stop comparing your art to others. If it makes you
happy, that should be reason enough to continue.
2. There is no greater joy you will receive, than the
connections and friendships you will create through your
writing. You will come across countless people from all around
the world who support your work, who care for your wellbeing,
and who pray for your success. Tell me, is there anything more
beautiful than that? Always show gratitude to those who have
shown you constant support.
3. Be your own biggest fan! I love to write myself notes
of encouragement and support. If I have a big test, or a job
interview, I like to hype myself up so I’ll write myself a cute note
and it honestly gives me a lot of confidence. I’ll also have a note
written in case the results are not in my favour, and it honestly
makes me feel a lot better. I love myself, no shame behind that.
4. There is a fine line between being inspired and stealing the
works of others. Be authentic, be honest, and be you. Don’t copy
other writers. It doesn’t help your writing at all. You have your own
unique voice, why try to be like someone else?
5. Write. Write. Write. Just write. Don’t overthink it. Don’t aim for
perfection. Just do it.
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What movements are you most passionate about?
I try to educate myself on every issue there is. And believe me, it requires a lot of
mental and emotional labour. Intersectional feminism. Afghan women’s rights.
Muslim women’s rights. Trans women’s rights. Indigenous issues. Black Lives Matter.
Palestinian liberation. Access to healthcare and education. It’s never ending. But I
would say I am most passionate about women’s (all women, not just white feminist’s
version of “women”) rights and any group of people who are a minority.
What are your goals for 2018?
Complete my thesis and Master’s. Start my book. Learn more about myself. Say yes to
myself more.
Where do you see yourself in 5 years time?
In 5 years time, I hope to overcome the constraints my community, my family, my
culture, and the constraints I have placed on myself. I hope I am following my own
path...and not the one expected of me. This sounds easy but believe me, very rarely do
women, particularly Afghan women live the life they have envisioned for themselves.
We see you founded @thepluralistcommunity - tell us more about that!
Being an Afghan woman is incredibly difficult. Being an Afghan woman living in the
diaspora is even more difficult, having to navigate and negotiate between multiple
identities, as an immigrant, as a Muslim woman, as an Afghan woman, and as a woman
of color. There are particular issues we go through that very few will understand: they
range from unresolved trauma, mental illnesses, abusive, toxic relationships, racism
and sexism outside and within our very own communities, and so on.
But the biggest issue I would say is that we are constantly grappling between two
different and sometimes opposing worlds. Which worldview do we follow? Who do we
turn to in times of need? Who can we trust to share our deepest struggles with? The
Pluralist Community is a women led non-profit organization aiming to bridge the gaps
between our motherland, Afghanistan, and the diaspora. We hope to offer guidance
and unconditional support to fellow youth members in our community, particularly
women as they are the most vulnerable members of our community. Being a women
led organization is an integral part of our identity. Too often, our voices have been
silenced. Spoken over. We want to create a safe space where everyone feels welcome,
where everyone feels heard, and where everyone’s feelings are considered valid.
We ask and each every one of you to implore these questions with us: where did we
come from? What is our past? How do we heal? How do we create a community so
strong that it surpasses ethnicity, religion, race, gender and so on? How do we better
ourselves so we can better our community?
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Piece 1
Dear white feminists,

You preach of universal womanhood,
And yet I feel no sisterhood with you.
You claim your movement is to promote acceptance and solidarity,
And yet this space is often the one in which I find myself feeling most rejected in.
You continue to insist that women like me are oppressed and in need of rescuing,
But you fail to understand that
My religion does not oppress me,
Western imperialism does. You do.
If you just listen,
Instead of always trying to speak over us and for us
You would know that
We fight different battles.
While you are fighting to free the nipple,
my sisters back home are simply trying to survive another drone attack.
While you are fighting against slut shaming,
We are fighting against Islamophobia.
And while I am willing to stand by your side,
You are not willing to stand by mine.
But I am not surprised of your blatant naivety,
After all, the very feminist icons you so greatly admire and study in your academic spaces
Did not rise to fight for women like me,
So you see, your topless protests will not help my community,
Bombing our countries will not liberate us.
Forcing us to wear less clothing will not set us free.
It only strips us of our agency.
So when you try to paint yourselves as our white saviour
You are telling a lie.
When you say Muslim women need to be rescued,
You are telling a lie.
Muslim women don’t need to be rescued.
We need better allies within feminism.
Sincerely, A feminist who does not want a seat at your table.
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Piece 2
mother
i am told i have your eyes
and yet
what you see as life, i see as a graveyard
you do not know what to do with a daughter like me
a daughter you deem difficult
because she does not know how to stay silent
and swallow her grief
like all the women before her
you have watched the women in your family
shrink themselves for decades
and i frighten you
because i occupy more space
than what is allowed for women like us
you plead with me
this is how the world is for women like us
accept it, otherwise this fire will burn you and swallow you whole
mother, haven’t you heard
i am the fire
and i will rain hell on anyone who tries to put out my flames

INSIGHT: Most of these pieces were written within 30 minutes-in the
heat of the moment. The first piece I wrote for my presentation on white
feminism and Muslim women: exposing the feminist divide and I read that
out to my class of all white individuals lol. It was definitely an emotional
piece but so well received by my classmates and professor.
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KNITWEAR

Saint Wools
BY LUBNA

@saint_wools

Etsy: SaintWools

Saint Wools is a wool product and
knitwear company that design and
produce a range of finished products,
as well as DIY items for knitters.
Their signature range of chunky knit
blankets are popular around the
world, particularly in Europe and
North America. Saint Wools was
founded by lifelong knitter Lana and
as a brand, it stands for simplicity,
style and comfort. Every item they
sell is hand-made, to high standards,
using only responsibly sourced
merino wool of the best quality.

“The company was a natural progression for me
and grew from the interest that my knitting projects
generated among friends and family. Now I am happy
to be selling my products worldwide through Etsy and
my online shop. I was born in Estonia and moved to the
UK many years ago and currently live in London with my
partner Ramzi, who helps me run the company.”
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When and how did @saint_wools come to life?
We started making chunky knit merino wool blankets in 2016. First as a gift for a friend
but then we quickly fell in love with it ourselves and made our own chunky knits. Before
long our friends and family took notice and it seemed like every visitor we had was
commenting on our interesting and extremely comfortable new blanket. We were
getting ‘orders’ from friends, a sister, an aunt and realized we were selling them without
even trying. That’s when we decided to set up shop and the Saint Wools journey began.
First on Etsy and then through our own website and before we knew it we were sending
blankets, cushions, poufs and other items all around the world.

Vision

To be ‘the merino wool company’ and become synonymous with
quality merino wool products for homes, fashion and DIY (knitters).

How did you come up with the idea of ‘Chunky Knits’ - they look so cool! We are
loving them!
I’ve been experimenting with wool in various forms since I was a child and discovering
what would become chunky knits was half experimentation and half imitation. Arm
knitting was something I had seen once before and when I received my first batch of
unspun merino wool it was clear this would be the ideal wool. Chunky Knits require
unspun merino wool which was quite an unusual material to use when we got started.
Unspun merino wool gives the cloud-like softness and is thick enough for proper armknitting. These properties make it perfect for our items. When we started we were one
of the only people doing it - but sadly I can’t claim to have invented it myself.
Tell us a little bit more about your products
It’s hard to choose one favourite product, I love them all. All our products are handmade. For example, our chunky knit blankets are arm-knitted but the knitting is often
the easiest part. Before knitting there is a preparation stage to get the wool ready so it’s
tougher and less prone to pilling, then we use the arm-knitting technique to create the
blanket and after that we add finishing touches (e.g. quality control and adding our tags)
and finally we package and dispatch the item. Each product is unique and made with a
love and attention to detail, we never ship a product if we ourselves are not 100% happy
with the result. We are working on a tutorial video series and DIY patterns so soon all
of our customers will be able to see the process from start to finish and will have the
opportunity to make their own (if they want to). Follow us @saint_wools for updates on
this. starts all over.
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Do you ship worldwide?
Yes. We’ve sold products on 6 continents and will send our items anywhere there is
demand. After all, our mission is to spread happiness through wool and we don’t believe
there should be any borders to this.
Future plans for your company?
We have a niche right now in chunky knit merino wool products, predominantly for the
household e.g. blankets and cushions. In the future we want to address two markets;
finished goods and DIY projects. For each of these segments we want to be known for
simple, fashionable and comfortable luxury merino wool items. The challenge for the
future is developing our identity as ‘the merino wool company’.
What challenges did you face when starting your company? How did you overcome
them?
Marketing was a big challenge. Going from completely unheard of to generating a buzz
and growing a following on social media are part of the evolution needed to generate
traffic and ultimately sales online. This was all new to us, but we’ve learned a lot along
the way and are still learning and finding ways to extend our reach. One specific
example was product photography, I remember thinking how great our first pictures
were but now when I look back its slightly embarrassing! We’ve come a long way, and so
can everyone so look at your challenges as opportunities.

Your top 3 advice to those individuals itching to start a business, but
scared to take the big jump?

1. Just do it - so many people have great business ideas, but they never
actually get started. I think preparation and planning is important, but you
have to recognize that you don’t have all the answers up front and there
is a lot you won’t know until you begin so there’s no better time to start
than right now. If you wait too long you risk becoming one of the many
people who ‘should have’, ‘could have, ‘would have’ but never did.
2. Set goals - put milestones out there and work toward them. If you
don’t set goals you’re a bit like a boat adrift in the sea - you’re definitely
going to end up somewhere, but you don’t know where. Setting goals
helps you sail you boat and even if you don’t hit all your planned targets
at least you are travelling in more or less the right direction.
3. Keep going - don’t give up easily. Some businesses should be shut
down but it’s easy to have a bad week, month or year and give up. It’s not
meant to be easy, if it was everyone would be a successful entrepreneur
living their dreams. Being able to push through the hard times is one of
the defining characteristics of a successful entrepreneur, so keep at it and
if something isn’t working change it.

Aside from @saint_wools, what else are you up to?
Outside of Saint Wools I also work full-time in business development. Beyond work I love
to travel, recently I have fallen in love with Portugal and really enjoy the architecture,
food, people and the amazing beauty you can find all over the country. I live in London
and enjoy spending time with friends and exploring new restaurants and bars when I
can.
Goals for 2018?
In 2018 we are busy at work developing a range of DIY knit kits. These include cardigans,
sweaters, hats, scarves and much more. We are focusing on developing trendy styles
and easy to follow patterns, instructions and video tutorials so that we can make knitting
cool items accessible to everyone. We are also re-doing our website in the second half of
the year to coincide with the expanding range of products.

Basically, the natural evolution
of Saint Wools continues.
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Krystan- Grace
ARTIST

BY LUBNA

@krystangraceart

krystangraceart.co.uk

Krystan-Grace is a Manchester-based artist who specialises in portraiture. She
comes from an extremely artistic family, her Dad was Garry Sharpe-Young,
album artist and music journalist, and her Mum is an all-around creative and
energetic soul - with creative talents in cosmetic making and more 3D art, such
as cake decorating (her cakes are just...amazing). Both Krystan-Grace’s parents
encouraged art and creative exploration at a young age and so because of
this she has always had a heart string attached to art and creativity, it basically
formed her childhood...so according to her, there was no way she would wind
up doing something that wasn’t creative!
Between the ages of 14-16 she drew and experimented, as any teenager does,
and then lost it for a 6 years - exams and university took over her life. She found
herself going through a bit of a rough time a couple years back and so fell to
drawing as a distraction. Krystan-Grace tells us, it worked a treat!
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Drawing is like meditation for me, my brain is so
focused on detail and accuracy that it has no room to
overthink or be engrossed in other thoughts.
She then realised her love for drawing and decided to make a career out of art.
She spontaneously moved up to Manchester a year ago and says it was the
best decision ever. Krystan-Grace describes the art community there as ‘just
phenomenal’ with something artistic always in the air! She recently found herself
attending an event called Overdrawn Art, which had her drawing a live piece for
a few hours while the public watched and drew on tables, entered illustration
battles and more.
She’s also had some events with Manchester Art Month, such as a large 8x8 foot
collaboration with another artist on the side of a building. It was something new
for her, but she absolutely loved it!

My work mostly centres around
humanity, I believe that humans
are amazing and capable of so
much, for this reason the majority
of my work is portraiture. I like to
think of it as photorealism with
a twist of abnormal. This twist
probably comes from my undying
love for anything mythological or
cryptozoological. I’m currently in
the process of having some limited
edition prints done of my work,
which pre-orders are open for and
I’m open for commissions as well.
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What inspires you?
What doesn’t? I think the world is just an absolutely amazing place that is just full of
inspiration, I find inspiration in the way that people talk to each other, the way we act,
the way we build things and how we create and work on things. The fact that every
single human is capable of doing absolutely anything they want to and how we are
constantly aiming to improve. Humanity and all that we are is a massive inspiration of
mine and this absolutely links back to my love for mythology, cryptozoology and tales
from the past. We are awesome, the stories we tell are awesome, and the things that we
make are just...awesome.

What do you hope to achieve through your art?
For me my art is meditation, it is relaxation and exploration of the world. In regards to
what I aim for it to mean to other people, that’s entirely up to them. It’s what I love about
art, the same piece can mean a million different things depending on who’s looking at it
on any specific day. I aim for people to like my work, it’s as simple as that.
Tell us more about your artistic process?
I usually start with finding or shooting reference images, I’m a trained photographer
as well which helps with that. I have a thing about shadows, haven’t entirely figured
out that one yet, but it’s how I select my images, they have to have the right highlights
and shadows. I then get to work. With portraits I usually start with the eyes and work

outwards, changing the features from the original reference photographs as I go along
so they are someone entirely new and different. I then either ignore the world for a few
hours or get incredibly frustrated that the piece isn’t finished yet and sit there willing it
to be done...I have a quote on my wall that says “When it’s done, it’s done, so get it done”
to help with this impatience of mine. After the piece is finished there’s the usual social
media push of Twitter, Instagram, Facebook and my own websites and then the process
starts all over.
Did you ever find it difficult to publicly share your work?
If yes, how did you overcome that? I completely understand how social media and the
public eye can be daunting and absolutely terrifying, I guess when it came to a point
where I had enough work I was proud of to publish online I just told my self that out
of 7 billion people on the planet and of the 800million accounts on Instagram (which
is where I first shared my work on an new professional art account) that someone is
going to like it. Of course there are always going to be the critics, the people who think
you’re asking for a critique on your work and then are super harsh about it, I’ve had
many of them, and it does knock your confidence, but for every one of those there will
be a handful of people who are supporting you, whether that’s friends, family or total
strangers! It’s just a matter of staying confident in your work and ignoring the fears of
being told you aren’t a good artist, and knowing that you can just ignore those people
and focus on the positive reactions.

When you’re not drawing, what are you doing?
Haha, I spend 80% of my time drawing. If I’m not drawing I am marketing, spending time
with friends, going to networking and social events (there was an amazing one recently
called Petworking...literally a room full of dogs!), exploring and just wandering around.
I have to spend a lot of time in my flat when I’m drawing, so when I’m not I try to get
out - this is a daily aim, even if it’s just for a walk around the park or into town and back.
Taking care of yourself and your needs is a huge part of preparing to knuckle down and
do hard work.

Your top 5 pieces of advice to those creative individuals out there who
also want to express themselves visually, but feel their work is never good
enough?

1. Your work is always good enough, it’s an expression of you and the
inner workings of you so be proud of what you’re creating and if you don’t
like it, figure out why and refine it.
2. Never ever compare yourself to other artists unless you’re looking
to improve technique. The cycle of “Their work is better than mine so
I feel defeated and like I won’t ever get to that level” is vicious and really
damaging to your creative output. Everyone is unique, so everyones art is
going to be unique, compare your work only to your work.
3. Keep making and challenging yourself. Always, always, always make
- if you aren’t happy with a particular part of your art (I for one struggled
with mouths and lips, so when it came to this part I felt like my portraits
were ruined) then do studies of that one thing. Focus on it for a good few
pieces, until you feel you have it down.
4. Don’t stress about style. A lot of the people who I mentor in art tell
me that they’re worried that they don’t have a definitive style. I think it’s
really hard for artists to see their own styles, I can’t see my style but my
friends could pick my work out of a crowd of art, and I could pick my
friends work out as well, even though some of them don’t think they have
a style - they definitely do. You do have a style, it will develop naturally,
don’t force it, but do explore.
5. Try new things. This doesn’t have to be art related, go to the gym, try
a new food or a new activity, read new books and challenge yourself to
watch a lecture - you never know when inspiration will hit and trying new
things really helps with art blocks.
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What are your goals for 2018?
I’ve already begun to integrate myself more into the Manchester art scene, this was a
big goal for me, but now I’m dead set on doing more street art, selling more limitededition prints, having more magazine features (Thank you Unread!) and teaching. I’d love
to tutor kids in art and help them with their creative journeys. More than anything my
ultimate life goal is to just have fun with my life, and enjoy every second.
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BLOGGER

Sai Seshadri
BY LUBNA

Born in India and raised in Canada,
student Sai Seshadri moved to the
States in 2012 and went to high school in
Texas. She later studied at Arizona State
University and is a political science major
with a certificate in international studies.
Sai is the founder and EIC of Women’s
Republic, as well as the President of The
Odyssey chapter here at Arizona State.
She also co-manages the Twitter account
for Brown Girl Magazine and Unread were
lucky enough to hear all about her bright
plans for the future.

@sai_sailu97

@saisailu97

What are your goals?
Career-wise, my goal is to eventually go into law and/or politics - I absolutely love both
and have always wanted to go to law school. On a more general scale, however, my goal
is to be able to make a difference; especially in the realm of women’s rights. I’m very
passionate about feminism and I think we need to all strive towards making this world a
better place for women and girls.
You are the founder of Women’s Republic? Sounds like an amazing group, tell us
more about it!
Women’s Republic is an online magazine that I started in January of 2017 and our main
goal with the website is to be able to give women a platform to discuss issues that they
face in society and allow them to empower one another.
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I’ve always been an avid fan of writing, and use it as my outlet to get out my feelings
about things I am passionate about. As a result of this, I wanted to be able to start a
blog of some sort that would allow me to discuss women’s rights. However, when I
mentioned the idea on Twitter, I had several women reach out to me and tell me that, if
I turned it into a bigger outlet where they would also be able to contribute, they would
love to be a part of it. This encouragement and motivation from followers of mine (who I
have to thank a lot for sticking with me through my journey with Women’s Republic) had
me decide to turn it into a full-fledged website. A few weeks and a fully designed website
later, we started Women’s Republic.
Our writers consist of women from all around the world who are incredibly passionate
about equality and love to put their thoughts out there. We aim to make people more
aware of a lot of the struggles that women face in society and how we can change
that, and the fact that we have writers from all over the world especially helps us with
this because it gives us a global perspective and allows us to examine how culture, in
regards to women, varies in all the different regions. We are always looking for people to
contribute, whether it is by applying to be a writer, sending in a guest post or sending in
poetry, artwork, music etc. to be featured on the site and our social media.
What issues would you like to address that you feel are relevant to women today?
I believe that one of the main issues women face in this society is oppression in
developing countries, and this includes but is not limited to female foeticide/infanticide,
child marriage, acid attacks and sexual assault. I believe that in order to be a feminist,
you must be working towards making life better for women all around the world, not
just for yourself or the women in your country. This especially means being the voice
for women in countries who cannot use their own voice; we must work towards making
living conditions better for girls and women in these countries where they are constantly
fearing for their lives and are given very minimal rights.
What struggles do you face as a women and feel should not exist today?
I’m fortunate enough in the sense that I have been given many opportunities in life,
but a struggle that I would say I face is not being taken seriously because of my gender.
There is this notion that women are irrational, moody etc., and aren’t capable of
leadership roles, and this hurts those of us who are striving to establish ourselves as
individuals and as a brand and succeed in life. I’ve been told too many times that I’m
“overreacting” about issues I’m passionate about or that I won’t take my career seriously,
that I should be thinking about marriage and children and not a professional life; and
this judgment and lack of motivation really discourages me and hurts me to see that
women are not seen as capable individuals.
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What does ‘feminism’ mean to you?
Feminism, to me, means equality for everyone. So while this absolutely means that we
need to treat people equally regardless of their gender, my feminism also encompasses
the idea that we do not discriminate on any basis such as religion, race, sexuality,
disabilities etc. Feminism is equal rights for all.
Finish the sentence: The world would be a better place if....
The world would be a better place if we all spent even a few minutes every day doing
something that helps other people out. It can be the smallest gesture, even something
as small as giving a compliment to someone who needs it, but it still makes a difference;
kindness and thinking about others goes a long way, and we would all be much better
off if we put more effort into doing that.
What’s your favourite quote?
My favourite quote is a quote that I use a lot when promoting Women’s Republic, and it’s
the following:

“I am not free while any
woman is unfree, even
when her shackles are very
different from my own”
- Audre Lorde

READ Sai’s work!
Baahubalis devasena is the princess that I aspire to be
Modesty and the brown woman
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Janet Kozak
BY ALIA AMIR

“Network as much as possible. Strategic partnerships
and opportunities are crafted years in advance so start
meeting people and making new connections now.”
- Janet Kozak
One of my online connections is Janet Kozak whom I bumped into a couple of
years ago through mutual friends. Ever since I have known her, I have seen
her grow more and more as an online figure who supports businesses as well
as helps to develop them. This is just one feather in her hat, but she wears
multiple hats all smoothly fitting her. There is a long list of roles she plays in
supporting others.
To begin with, Janet is a content strategist and wrote a hundred plus articles
in the span of four years. She is also the Founder of JanetKozak.com and The
Resoulute Muslim, a feature writer at About Islam and SISTERS magazine,
Community Manager at Noor Kids, and Content Manager at the Muslim Writers
and Publishers Association.
Janet is an active victim advocate who works with domestic abuse victims and
survivors. Art is also one of her passions and very recently she is combining
both her writing and art. A couple of years ago she moved to Pakistan and now
she is entering the art scene there.
As a founder of a NaNoWriMo Muslims Facebook group, she has inspired a
whole batch of writers, cheered them up, given them instant support and called
them to intensive “sprint” writing sessions online. Janet led this global group of
writers and if some of those writers will get published in the near future, it will
definitely be through Janet’s professional guidance and practical tips.
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What or who inspires you?
I’m most inspired by other ladies who have overcome insane obstacles and near death
experiences - whether severe health problems or domestic abuse - to get where they are
today.
How do you manage all that you do? What keeps you moving?
Primarily I’m driven by a deep desire to prove to others that I have worth. I’m still undoing
the knots, but I spent decades being told that I was unlovable and never good enough.
Much of what I do is essentially my way of saying “I have these skills, I am good enough,
and I do have a unique and valuable approach to doing the things I do.”
My secondary aim is, like most mothers, to create a better life for my children. I grew up
in the middle class, couldn’t afford to go to an expensive college, and actually worked my
way, full time, through community college and university. While I do believe in that it made
me a very strong woman, I think there is also a lot to be said for enabling children to focus
on only studying and participating in extracurricular activities that will help prepare them
for either entrepreneurship or a professional career.
My goal with my business is to get it to the point where I’m both financially secure
month-to-month, and also able to save for my children’s education and other enrichment
expenses like travel, etc.
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Tell us three interesting facts about you.
Interestingly enough, I can turn the “artistic” and “creative” side of my brain on and off. I
can let myself enjoy a lot of the work that many other creative entrepreneurs find tedious:
organization, strategy, planning, data entry, bookkeeping, copywriting, are all things I enjoy
working through and perfecting. It’s a stark contrast to who I am when I let my creative and
artistic side “let go,” get into the flow, and make those “happy accidents” as Bob Ross would
say.
One of the feathers in your cap is being a writer. Tell us what does writing do to you?
Why write?
Writing is a way to get ideas out of my head instead of them swirling around bothering me!
I think we all have stories to tell, and much of what I write is a story in one way or another.
Whether it’s a business case study or a sales page for a new product, or even a scene from
my past, there is always a story to share with readers.
Finishing a personal or client’s business writing project is very left-brained to me and
gives me a wonderful sense of finished, closed, “done and dusted” relief and sense of
achievement. However, writing fiction or memoir can be an emotionally introspective,
exhausting, and even physically challenging process. It seems to open more “things” to
deal with than it closes, which I’m still trying to figure out how to manage as a writer.
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Tell us about your art.
I’ve always considered myself an artist from a very early age, and my parents and
grandparents encouraged and supported my love and talent for visual art. They let me
paint my bedroom and other parts of the house in murals. They also bought me all
kinds of experimental supplies. My mom took me to the library every two weeks for new
books on art and drawing. My grandparents paid for my enrollment in extra-curricular
classes and courses. As a young adult, my family also managed to show up at a few of
my exhibitions as well!
I’ve been making art a very long time. I’ve participated in over 50 national and
international art exhibitions and won several awards and recognition for my work. My
artwork has also been featured in a documentary and in The Huffington Post and Azizah
Magazine.
Most recently I’m concentrating on the medium of collage, both physical and digital. I’m
also blending my love for writing and the written word with my passion for bold colors
and geometric pattern to create introspective abstract works of art. Most of the time it’s
both visual (and literal) poetry on paper or canvas. I’m also currently making my way into
the local Pakistani art scene though it’s taken me some time to crack the code.

You have formed a Muslim writers group called NaNoWriMo Muslims which writes
one novel per writer in the month of November. Tell us how you kept so much
energy in the group. What was your motivation?
I started the group in Sept. 2014, but it didn’t really gain popularity until the following
year. I ramped up my efforts to gain members in mid-2015 because I wanted to write
the first draft of a memoir that coming November. I felt like I needed the support from
other Muslim writers that I just couldn’t seem to find in other mainstream NaNoWriMo
groups. My aim was to create a place for us to check-in and commiserate with each
other throughout the month.
In the group, we’ve been able to offer advice and push each other forward on days
we feel like giving up. It’s a hard level of energy to replicate year-round. (I don’t think
everyone should try to write a 50,000-word novel every month!) But for those thirty days
I try to make supporting Muslim novelists my full focus.
My main thing is that I don’t want people to feel like they can’t do NaNo. I don’t want
writers to make excuses without even trying. I don’t like to see people giving up before
they start. If I can get writers to participate and be part of it for even one day I’m happy.
If they finish the month and hit their 50k word goal, all the better. But any words written
is closer to the goal of writing a full novel or book.

How many novels have you written during NaNoWriMo?
I’ve written two full 50k drafts and two partial drafts. At this point, none of the stories I’ve
written are completed first drafts and all still need a lot of work.
You are also an active voice for domestic abuse. Tell us about this project of yours.
I am an active voice for targets of domestic abuse because I want to educate women
on what are, and are not, healthy family relationships so they can avoid what I’ve
experienced myself.

“I am an active voice for targets of domestic abuse
because I want to educate women on what are, and are
not, healthy family relationships so they can avoid
what I’ve experienced myself.”
You have also written pragmatic articles with very sharp focus. Tell us about what
topics interest you and how do you write?
As a survivor myself, I feel very strongly about how women who have been abused
should be treated in society and in the non-profit and government systems that are
ostensibly designed to help them. I think all the current systems fall short in very stark
and often dangerous ways. So I write a lot about domestic abuse - warning signs and
such - and also about steps women can take to get free.
Some of the other topics that I’m most passionate about are business development and
entrepreneurship. When helping the women I do, I’ve found that true financial literacy
and freedom comes through entrepreneurship after abuse. So I also write about the
intersection between domestic and financial abuse contrasted to financial freedom and
stability. I hope to write a lot more on this topic in the months and years ahead.
You recently celebrated writing 100+ articles. Congratulations! How did you
achieve this goal? Tell us what topics you wrote on and what outlets you used to
publish your articles.
There is no magic trick to authoring so many bylined articles. It’s lots of research, lots
of pitching, lots of writing, and consistency above all else. I currently commit to around
2-4 articles a month (sometimes less, sometimes more), and I’ve been working towards
this goal for four years. I did start out slow, and it’s certainly not an overnight type of
achievement.
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I could not have achieved this so quickly without the support of many clients who were
gracious enough to give credit where credit was due, and the lovely interviewees and
entrepreneurs I’ve worked with. I’m also thankful to all the editors who entertained my
ideas for article series exploring a single topic in-depth.
As far as outlets go, I published in a number of print publications and websites, a couple
dozen to be precise. Interested readers are more than welcome to explore my Contently
Portfolio and read through some of my articles.
Give us three tips for young people who would like to write and publish.
1) Turn off your inner editor and get that first draft out of you.
2) Be clear and concise. Prune your writing until it gets the point across in the least
number of the most powerful words.
3) Write every day to create your daily habit.
What advice would you give to young people?!
Network as much as possible. Strategic partnerships and opportunities are crafted years
in advance so start meeting people and making new connections now (no matter how
old you are). Follow up with people, offer them value, show them that you are thinking
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of them at times so that you stay top of mind. If you’re an introvert (like me) it will be like
rubbing a cheese grater on your face and then rubbing salt and lemon juice in it some
days. Do it anyway!

“Network as much as possible.
Strategic partnerships and
opportunities are crafted years in
advance so start meeting people and
making new connections now.”
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Billur Suu

WHY EVERY WOMAN NEEDS
A VOYAGE TO LOVE?
Billur Suu is the founder of Cannes
School of Happiness and Voyage
to Love lifestyle and retreats. She
lives wherever her heart takes her,
expanding her love circle. She can be
seen mostly at airports but often she
is in New York, Istanbul, Cannes, and
Dakar. You can follow her on social
media @voyagetolove or discover
her inspiring journey at billursuu.
com. Billur won a best-selling
author award for her chapter in Jack
Canfield’s book and is releasing her
memoir “The Woman Who Sold Her
Diamonds and Became a Voyager of
Love in Fifty Days around the World”
and accompanying poetry book
“Loving You Until the Last Drop: Fifty
Love Poems for Fifty Days around the
World” in spring of 2018.
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What would a heartbroken happiness teacher do if she finds herself at the most
miserable juncture of her life? Where would she find happiness again? I found myself in
front of the Tiger Nest monastery in Bhutan, feeling speechless in the midst of its sacred
energy. Even though I almost collapsed during my four-hour hike to reach the iconic
landmark of Bhutan, I felt it was well worth it. In the piercing silence of the monastery, I
felt all my sorrows melting as I watched sun play hide and seek beyond the snowy peaks
of Himalayas. If only I could forget why I had to come to this mysterious kingdom labeled
as the “happiness country” in the first place. If only I could forget my beloved who had
broken my heart again and again with meaningless acts of sexual illusions.
That day in Bhutan was the beginning of my fifty days travel around the world solo,
seeking happiness, which I thought I had lost. This was the birth of a heart poetess and
a writer that I feel I am today. This was the beginning of a voyage to love in the light of
my soul and in the company of my heart. This was the beginning of my commitment to
share my story so that other women can accept their stories more easily and find the
light sooner than I did.
My voyage to love started in the cobblestoned streets of Istanbul. I used to play
soccer with my brother and use an Ottoman Empire castle as a playground. Then, one
day in a local mosque, I was told that I was a girl, thus I had to sit at the back of the
room. I was only six years old and I vowed to grow up and show everyone what a girl
could achieve. Almost three decades later, despite great odds, I had achieved all my
dreams: a PhD from an Ivy League university on women’s empowerment, a United
Nations career advancing gender equality worldwide, a soul mate respecting my
freedom and sharing my values, a lucrative income, an ability to travel to more than one
hundred countries, and finally the deepest desire of my heart: being a mother.
After working a decade in Central Asia to bring safe water and dignified sanitation
facilities such as eco-toilets to marginalized villages, a trip to Australia changed the
course of my life. During our long drive from Sydney to Daintree forest in tropical
Queensland, I kept meeting women who asked my advice on happiness, meditation,
peace, and relationships. Such encounters intensified as we settled for a month in a little
town called Trinity Beach. A young woman I met on the beach expressed her desire to
learn from me but she also stated that she had no means to travel to France, where I
was based at that moment.
The next day during a sunrise meditation, it occurred to me that I had earned my
freedom to follow my heart. If she could not come to me, I would go to her. I told her
that I would come back to Australia if she could organize a small group of women
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interested in learning my happiness secrets and techniques and that the course would
be a gift for her. When she enthusiastically responded to my idea, I gave myself two
months to prepare a foundation course that included daily practices, practical tools,
insights, and wisdom to empower physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual aspects of
our lives. But before that, I asked my then 12-year-old daughter if she would be fine with
that decision cause I had to be away from home at least six weeks and I would miss her
birthday for the first time. Her eyes glittered at the idea and I realized that once you give
a strong foundation to your child for the first seven years, then another seven years she
can grow her wings and grant you the freedom to follow your own dreams.

ONCE YOU GIVE A STRONG FOUNDATION TO YOUR CHILD
FOR THE FIRST SEVEN YEARS, THEN ANOTHER SEVEN
YEARS SHE CAN GROW HER WINGS AND GRANT YOU
THE FREEDOM TO FOLLOW YOUR OWN DREAMS.
Our two-year full-time study with different spiritual teachers in India, Thailand, and
particularly in Canada with aboriginal
leaders had taught me essential life
skills and techniques of self-awareness
that came in handy when I designed
the course on heart-full living. I called
it a School of Happiness because I
deeply feel that we are here on Earth
to be happy. It was also called a School
because we had to unlearn (my two
decades long education had fallen
short when it came to life crises I had
faced such as infertility, breast cancer,
infidelity) in order to learn new ways of
being and acting in this world. My first
Cannes School of Happiness courses
took place in the heavenly surroundings
of Trinity Beach in Australia and gifted
me with a spiritual grandmother who
was the first student registered for the “I
Love Myself” course.

In 2015, I felt I was at the top of the world: a proud mother of a talented ballerina, a
happiness teacher who shared heart-full techniques in four corners of the world, and
a deep sense of satisfaction to know that I was fulfilling my purpose and touching the
hearts of my students. And my perfect happy world turned upside down in a matter of
two weeks. My daughter fell during a ballet class and had a serious injury in her knee. I
stopped everything to heal her for six months. My soul mate went through a temporary
madness period while working abroad and started running after girls decades younger
than he was. I could not leave my daughter alone to help him. I did not understand what
I had done to deserve such hardship. Why God had bestowed upon me such a terrible
ordeal?
I woke up in tears or in poems for months. When I saw nothing was changing, I
remembered Gandhi’s wise words: “Be the change you seek in the world.” I knew I had to
give birth to myself again. I knew I had to love myself again. I knew I had to go deeper and
beyond to understand the drama and darkness that enveloped me for days and nights.
For me, there was one way out of this senseless tragedy: travel. I sold my diamonds,
bought myself an around the world ticket to celebrate my fiftieth birthday by traveling
solo for fifty days. I chose five destinations that I had never been before: Bhutan, Ayers
Rock, Bora Bora, Machu Picchu, and Santa Fe. When I returned from my trip, I knew I had
to share my enticing journey to inspire others, especially women who suffered a heart
break and lost hope in love and life. About
one month after my return, I opened my
computer and eleven book titles, including
one page summaries, flew out of my pen
effortlessly. There it was another sign
clear and loud from the Universe: write!
Now I dedicate myself fully to give life to
these books on love, life, relationships,
and parenting. I believe my writings will be
nectar for those perplexed souls suffering
in darkness as I was once asking God one
persistent question: WHY?
Now, I know why and I am even grateful
for being the one who is chosen for this
daunting but intriguing task: demystifying
half of the humanity for the benefit of
other half.
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WRITER-JOURNALIST, FREELANCER & BLOGGER

Dedra Davis

Dedra Davis graduated with a degree in Journalism from UTA, in 1988, but
because of raising children and life, she didn’t start writing professionally
until 2014. Based in Waco, Texas, Dedra is a late-in-life writer-journalist,
freelancer, and blogger, currently writing for Waco Moms Blog and Taylor
Magazine. Her brilliant work has been published in print magazines including
Texas Modern Living, Holl and Lane Magazine and The Groove. You can
also find her writing published in online magazines, including Culture Trip,
Everything Home Magazine, The Outfitter and Victoria Lee Magazine.

dedradaviswrites.com | clippings.me/dedradavis
@dedradavis
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As I sit here with a blank screen, I find myself wanting to get back outside. Spring lures
me out. It calls my name. The temperature, the breeze, the freshness. Yes, I can take
my computer outside and write, but that is not what I am yearning to do.
Getting my hands dirty. Creating something real, something alive. I am wanting to
create life in terms of a plant. I am yearning to add another plant to my garden.
Another flower in a pretty, little pot.
“In the spring, at the end of the day, you should smell like dirt.” Margaret Atwood
As much as I love plants, flowers, gardens, and anything alive and green, I have a
confession. I do not like to get my hands dirty. It grosses me out and I must constantly
wash them. I also don’t like wearing gloves. So, that’s a real problem.
A problem I get past, a problem I get over, because I want those flowers, in those pots,
on my patio. I want that fern in my shade garden. And, I want to get it all done now.
Why now? Why in such a hurry?
The heat is just around the corner. The days of continuous sweat are dooming ahead.
In Texas, it is summer from April to October. Hot, humid, surface-of-the-sun, summer.
So, I feel this rush, this need, to get everything planted while it is spring. While we are
having normal temperatures. I have this anxiety to have all the plants planted before
the humid days of our lives hit hard.
I can write in June, right? That’s what my mind tells me anyways.
“To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow.” Audrey Hepburn
In this day and time in which we live, I believe we are in front of computer screens, as
well as other screens, continuously. Everything we do involves a screen. I think we, as
people, crave real. Crave life. I believe we need to create stuff that is real. Hold in your
hand, real.
Bake, plant, sew, knit, decorate. Anything that you can hold. Anything that is not on a
screen. Anything we can make. Creativity, I believe, is at its highest.
All winter we are in. Inside, bundled up, in front of a screen. Spring is when you get
out, amongst the living and thriving. We want to be real again, feel alive, and create
more real. At least I do.
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So, instead of writing as much, I have been planting. This causes guilt. I know I should
be creating words. Not plants. (So, I am writing about plants!)
I am creating beautiful, live décor. Creating beauty. Beauty in flowers, flowers in pots
and flowers in the ground. My husband would probably much prefer if I baked. But I
don’t. I plant.
I keep going back to the nurseries. I buy more. More plants. And then I must buy more
pots, which always leads to buying more plants. I am obsessed.
The sad news is, in August, when it is in the 100’s and we are yet again dealing with
record-breaking high’s, I will turn on these plants that I am now adoring. I will hate the
hour or more, every single day, I must water them. I will water them, and take care of
the plants, because I am the one who planted them. But I will complain. I will despise
the heat. I will despise how long it takes me every morning to water my little green
friends.
And inevitably I will tell myself I am not having these many plants next year.

“To plant a garden is to
believe in tomorrow.”
- Audrey Hepburn
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INSTALMENT 2 - I LEARNT A NEW SONG , IT ’ S CALLED SAUDADE

Leaving the drizzle and service station coffee behind in Badajoz, Extremadura,
we were close to the Portuguese border. Once we crossed it, you did your best
to find a Portuguese radio station. Amid the crackles and white noise, we could
only hear Spanish. I looked out of the window, seeing the first few motorway
signs in Portuguese.
‘The landscape looks different, greener, no?’ you said.
How the tail of the word no and its intonation was demanding a response
from me. Then again, this is a common reaction to the colours when travelling
through the Iberian Peninsula. We had left the display of the mass of orange and
brown to the newness of the greens and silvery blues. It reminded me of Galicia
and how the contrasts in colours were indicative of the climate each region has.
The car eventually became silent, free of radio stations and piloted by our
mutual tiredness. You decided in that moment to tell me about saudade. I
remember this moment perfectly, as you told me about a word which has
become a pillar for what I have written, and your nonchalance now makes me
laugh. You explained it to me in Spanish, describing it as a branch of the word
nostalgia. Again, the generalisation of such an interpretation of saudade dilutes
not only the essence of impossibility that surrounds its definition, but by its
other contexts.
Many historians have looked at the word saudade and have been both
fascinated and rendered mystified by its etymology. The origin of the word has
been proposed as Latin, deriving from `solitutde’, however, there is a protective
coating surrounding the word, as should the origin of the word be revealed, the
Portuguese may lose their ownership.
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From the book ‘Emotions, Language and Identity on the Margins of Europe’
by K. Giorgi presents the idea of Anotnio de Sousa de Macedo, a seventeenth
century writer from Oporto. He expresses that saudade is ‘a solely Portuguese
word, which no other nation can claim’. It could be argued, that regardless of the
etymology of the word, there is an apparent unwritten rule that the Portuguese
have which makes this word officially theirs.
Is it part of the tapestry of the country, beyond resonance? Is Portugal simply
synonymous to the importance of sentimentality? From the viewpoint of Duarte
Nunes de Leão, writing in 1606 ‘we have saudade to see the land where we
were born, or where we grew up, for somewhere we once lived, or for times of
prosperity… it is the memory of something, coupled with the desire for it’.
With both writers presenting saudade as something indicative of socio-cultural
scaffolding, seeing the word as a synonym for nostalgia seems terribly vague. I
am particularly drawn to the two words ‘memory’ and ‘desire’, as both reflect this
idea of time. This whole piece I am writing is based on memory, memory being
the resource I use to transmit my ideas which are based on experience and the
action of reading. Desire, on the other hand, is a consequence of this memory; it
is the answer to having created the memories about Portugal which have led to
the desire to write about it.

About Liam
@liam.ant
Liam Anthony is a writer and teacher
from Manchester, UK, who lives in
Spain with his partner and their two
cats. His works consists of poetry
and non-fiction and he is currently
working on his first collection of
poems. Liam’s work is heavily inspired
by his life in Spain, identity, travel and
personal experiences.
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Zero Waste California
California-based Madison M. MacLeod is the brilliant human behind
@zerowastecalifornia. She’s actually from the east coast and moved to
California, specifically the bay area, to study history and environmentalism
at University of California Santa Cruz.

zerowastecalifornia.org

@zerowastecalifornia

A little over a year ago, I took an Environmental Science
class that really changed my perspective. My professor just
had a way of making you care, and not to sound cheesy,
but I really saw the light. We measured our carbon footprint
using Nature.org, but there are a lot of great online carbon
footprint calculators worth checking out. Anyway, as I lived
in a small apartment and didn’t drive very often, I didn’t
think my carbon footprint would be as big as it was. I wasn’t
considering so many factors, like airplane travel, something
that drastically effects the environment.
Then for homework, she had us watch Bea Johnson’s Zero Waste Home Ted Talk, Bea
lived less than an hour from me and did something I thought was impossible. Many
years ago, I had watched a news feature on a zero-waste couple living in New York City.
Maybe it was their approach or maybe it was where I was at in my life, but their method
felt completely unattainable. Bea Johnson implemented zero waste with style. She was
making an impact by not making an impact, and making it look good. I was hooked.
To me, zero waste means consciousness. It means being aware of your actions and
the product of your actions. I think having a lot of years in yoga class really helped me
realize that being aware needs to apply to all aspects of your life. Be present in the
moment. I’m really guilty of dreading the future, I often have to tell myself to focus on
the now. Now is all we have to make a difference. I have been living zero waste ever
since that video. I have given several presentations on zero waste and zero waste
budgeting, and I even managed to turn the veterinary clinic I work at into a sustainable
medical clinic.
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My top five tips for zero wasting:
Be prepared! Fail to plan, plan to fail. Always have a zero waste
kit on hand. Mine has metal bento-box, straw and straw sleeve, cloth
napkin, bamboo cutlery, and water bottle. Bring your own bag!!!
Plastic bags are used for a few minutes and last for centuries. Leave
them in your trunk, carry one in your purse, don’t be caught without
one!
Switch to bar shampoo. It’s wonderful! It smells divine. And it’s
cheap at whole foods. Though you totally pamper yourself at more
high-end locations.
Don’t waste water, either. Just because water doesn’t go to
landfill, it absolutely can still get wasted! Turn off the tap when you
brush your teeth, use your half-slobber, dirty pet bowl water to water
your succulents. I know a lady who catches the water from hand
washing into a bowl, and uses the soapy water to flush her toilet.
Bless her heart.
Don’t be ashamed of the plastic you own! Rushing out to buy
uniform glass containers for the kitchen might be a nice idea on an
impulse, but it’s not a sustainable idea. Use what you have. Reuse
what you have. Even if its plastic. Embrace the not-spending and
not-trashing habit instead of the impulsive shopping culture we grew
up in.
Refuse the straw! When you order a drink at a restaurant, politely
say “no straw, please!” If you NEED a straw, get a reusable one made
of metal, bamboo, or glass. They all work out great. Fun fact: I was
in a car accident and my car was totaled, but my glass straw was
totally fine.
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The biggest challenge I face is reaching outside the realm of the groups that seem to
already care about environmentalism. In other words, how do I reach the people that
don’t care about their waste habits or don’t believe in climate change or global warming?
That’s why I use a combination of humour, science and history in my posts to reach a
wider audience. So far… it has not worked well.

Since going zero waste, I feel more organized, less cluttered,
and above all I feel less pressure to be a consumer.
Financially, going zero waste has allowed me to accumulate savings which as a returning
college student, was nearly impossible before. I’ve never been good at budgeting, but
the savings in buying package-free/bulk products has been considerable. I actually beat
my coupon clipping friends in savings, and I don’t have to buy something just because
it’s on sale, just to have it sit in my pantry for years uneaten.
Last year, I started a petition to convince Amazon.com to switch to sustainable
packaging materials. This really shouldn’t be a big stretch for them, it’s a service they
already provide in other countries. In fact, when I first posted about this petition,
readers from other countries were shocked this wasn’t an option in the country Amazon.
com calls home. It’s an outrage, really. We’ve all received a tiny item from Amazon.
com packed in an oversized box with plastic padding or worse, non-recyclable padded
envelopes that end up right landfill most of the time. So many sustainable companies
need to use Amazon.com for their shipping, and thus give in to their environmentally
unfriendly practices. Here’s a link to the petition, if you’re interested in learning more
about it.
The zero-waste lifestyle is a process
that’s understandably not for
everyone. But being more mindful
of our purchase habits is a tool we all
could benefit from. My goal is to teach
every reader that when you throw
an item away, it goes somewhere, it
effects something, and that impact has
drastically harmed our planet.
I also like to provide recipes for
sustainable snacks because food is
delicious.

Madison
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NOT JUST ANOTHER NGO
B Y M ’ G I U L I A PA C E

Despite its relatively young age, ‘agara’,
a Maltese NGO, already has a number of
successful projects under its belt. Giulia
spoke to one of the founders of the
organization, Stephen Abela, about agara’s
journey so far, current projects, future
aspirations and prospects.

How did agara come into being and what does it aim to achieve?
agara is the unexpected result of a common dream shared by three friends. It started
around four years ago, when we were talking about our separate experiences as
volunteers in Ethiopia. A few minutes in the conversation we realised that as much as
we loved helping out in the primary care, we all craved to create a more long-lasting
impact and bring assistance to communities over and above primary care. At first we
didn’t really have a plan. We simply knew we wanted to help out communities globally
with projects which were sustainable and empowering. Even though the essence of
the projects changed over time, these two pillars remain vital up to this day. Moreover,
we sought to create volunteering opportunities for young professionals who are seeking
to use their own skill set and know-how to create an impact in the world.
do it well.
How many volunteers are currently part of agara?
In reality there is no precise number since people give varying contributions at different
degrees. Indeed, we have created a structure whereby our volunteers are given the
flexibility to assist as they deem most fitting to their lifestyles and other existing
commitments. We have volunteers who assist through one-off contributions whilst
others have a higher degree of commitment and make up our core teams. This allows
us to tap into a variety of resources and expertise without the need to tie anyone down
for long periods of time. We respect the fact that our volunteers can provide assistance
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in different ways. However, in order to keep the members motivated we strongly believe
in the value of team work. Currently we have six different teams working on different
aspects of the organisation, including; Research, Social, and Accounts as well as three
project specific teams namely; Polépolé, Omáda and Resonate. These structures provide
a sense of continuity even when individuals might not make it for every meeting.
What kind of projects have you carried out in these four years?
In the past years we toyed with a variety of ideas and projects, yet through trial and
error our major project to date remains that of Polépolé. The concept of this project is
that of providing basic IT literacy to different community groups in need. We collect used
laptops from the general public, we format them and then in collaboration with local
NGOs (Non-governmental organizations), we give these laptops to specific community
segments along with a computer literacy boot camp provided by our volunteers, which
helps to kick-start the learning process.
We believe that through increased IT literacy we can help people overcome some of
the social boundaries different groups face, thereby improving their access to work,
education as well as bring more equality in the community. We are adamant that the
laptops provided are to be used directly by the people rather than for administrative
purposes of our partnering NGOs - therefore empowering the individuals directly.

As yet monitoring of the projects after our departure is limited due to the lack of
adequate resources; hence gauging the accurate number of effected beneficiaries
remains difficult. Yet we steer away from these traditional key performance indicators
(KPIs) and rest on the knowledge that we are definitely being the catalysts to the
mobilisation of communities into embracing such life-changing technologies.
We have already carried out a number of different projects of the sort, such as with a
group of adolescent boys addicted to glue in Kenya, with patients in a hospital in Peru,
with refugees in Calais (France) and even locally (in Malta) with a group of homeless. We
also worked in Lebanon and Romania.
You mentioned two other projects before, what are these?
Yes, we currently have two separate teams working on developing new projects. The
first one, ‘Resonate’ is based on the idea of connecting and creating a communication
channels through music, thereby strengthening the community through such
interchanges. We hope to open up communication channels between different groups
which otherwise would not interact, given the status-quo. The second project ‘Omáda’
will seek to help service users to develop holistically through sporting activities, moving
away from the traditional skills and literacy programs. This will also provide a good
volunteering experience for individuals who are more sports oriented.
You were mentioning that you work closely with local NGOs. Why is this so
important for agara?
Yes, totally. Working with local NGOs for us is of utmost importance and this is also
evident from the name of the organisation. ‘agara’ is an Amgaric word, meaning ‘walking
together’. We are convinced that the best way forward is that of walking and working
hand in hand with local people who know the customs and the real issues of the place.
We are very much aware of the cultural differences between us and the communities
we work in and hence we run the risk of being presumptuous and try and impose
our Western ways. In order to avoid this risk of coming across as arrogant we work
with locals, which allows us to better understand the communities, take stock of the
differences and identify what the community really needs from their own perspective.
This brings a shift in mentality whereby we devise solutions with the communities rather
than for them. The locals lead us and teach us into helping them.
This is a humbling experience and I must admit that it comes with its set of difficulties,
especially in terms of varying mind sets as well as communication challenges.
Nevertheless, we are sure that that this is the best way forward. Moreover, such
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collaborations lead to genuine and lasting friendships and a beautiful cross-cultural
exchange. It is also optimal in that we know that the project will be carried forward even
once we live the place.
From where do you get the resources to operate the NGO?
In terms of resources our volunteers remain the most valuable input. All people
engaged in agara do so out of their generosity and no one gets paid for their time and
energy. In terms of expenses we seek to keep these at the lowest possible. We rent a
place for meeting and storage, whilst we seek to tap into local and European funds.
We also organize a number of fund raising events, funds which then go to improve our
services. Nevertheless the passion of our people remains the greatest asset.
What has been the most challenging and most fulfilling experience at agara?
Probably the greatest challenge is to persevere, despite all odds. Even if people see the
project as a finished product we encounter a multitude of problems and hiccups during
the planning and execution stages. Additionally outsiders might often shoot down our
ideas. This is why it is so important to be part of a vibrant team – we remind each other
of our common cause even when the going gets though.
In terms of fulfilling experiences, it is always satisfying when projects are finalized and
completed. It is so beautiful to see how through the sheer determination of a small

number of individuals we manage to make a difference in people’s lives. Moreover
seeing that over the years other people have been taking ownership of our dream and
carrying it forward is extremely encouraging.
agara was recently awarded the ‘Youth of the Year Award 2017’ by Moviment
Kerygma (a local association). What does this mean to you as an organization?
Obviously the achievement of such an award makes us extremely happy, since it
acknowledges the work of numerous hard-working volunteers over the past few years.
However it has also been a great opportunity for us to stop, take a step back and look
at how far we have come in these four years. It is often easy to get caught up in the
planning phases and in the worries of dealing with hurdles that we forget to stop and
celebrate our achievements.
Where do you see agara in the next 5-10 years?
In reality I do not give much weighting to what projects we will be carrying out as
long as these will continue to rest on our two founding pillars of sustainability and
empowerment. I also strongly believe that the people assisting in the NGO should
continue to do so on a voluntary basis, bringing their energy and enthusiasm to fuel our
work and bring our projects to fruition.

My message is simple. When trying to achieve
a dream you will always find obstacles however
I can assure you; if you can dream it you can
do it. Just persevere and the hard-work will
pay off. Even if the bigger picture might seem
overwhelming, with passion and determination we
can truly help in creating better communities.
For more information with regards to agara visit their FB Page

/agarafoundation
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Le Brunch Squad
BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER THROUGH BRUNCH
BY SARAH GHANI

@LeBrunchSquad

@DoTheKat_Foody

@IamSteveDaniel

Le Brunch Squad is a Montréalbased account initiated by a
group of friends who want to
explore and share brunch spots
all across their city. What started
as a small hobby became quite
a successful instagram account!
Citizens of Montréal count on
them to find hidden treasures
to explore on Sunday mornings
and everyone else that follows
them is there for the amazing
feed aesthetic... and to make
additions to their brunch
bucket lists.
A big thank you to Katrina
Tioseco, the social media

Hambar, Montreal

account manager and PR of Le
Brunch Squad, for taking the
time for this delightful interview!

What does your squad love so much about brunch?
Well, what’s not to love about brunch? When you can’t decide between both or when
you wake up mid-day, brunch is the perfect solution. The co-manager and I are actually
what people consider to be night-owls, meaning our most productive hours are at night.
Other than that, brunch is hands down our favourite meal of the day.
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What are your Top 5 favourite brunch locations
since you began the account?
This is literally the hardest question I have to
answer every time someone asks me! What I love
about Montréal is its culinary diversity so there
won’t always be your basic eggs & waffle kind of
meal. So, to answer your question, here are my
Top 5 brunch locations, in no specific order (it’s
already hard enough to choose my Top 5):

1. L’Entre-Pots, Montréal

ontreal

Pots, M
L’Entre-

(They have an added Haitian flair to their
brunch meals)
2. Eggs ‘N Things, Hawaii
(You guys HAVE to try macadamia pancakes)
3. Au Festin de Babette, Montréal
(French-inspired cuisine with the most
delicious hot chocolates imported from
France)

L’Ent

re-Pots,

Montr

eal

4. Café Melbourne, Montréal
(They serve pop-up brunches on the weekend
& they have THE best avocado toast. Their
brunch is also inspired from Australia)
5. Régine Café, Montréal
(This one is a classic brunch spot that any
Montrealer will know. They also know that
there’s no telling how long the line’s going to
be but it’s always worth it)
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l

s, Montrea

ot
L’Entre-P

Are there any perks that come with being a part of Le Brunch Squad or with
following your account?
For sure, FREE FOOD! It’s everyone’s dream come true, most importantly for a foodie!
Various brunch restaurants contact us to come try their food and document our visit on
our instagram account. This way, you get to taste the crème de la crème of their menu
and be able to talk to the owner about the history of their restaurant. The overall brunch
experience is not just about the food but the culture behind it as well.
Le Brunch Squad has expanded its reach from the Island of Montreal, what other
cities have you visited or intend to visit?
We love Montréal and the number of restaurants and coffee shops that open every
day is neverending. However, growth is an essential part of a business which is why we
decided to go international on January 1st, 2018. Since then, we have collaborated with
a hotel and brunch restaurants in Québec City. Our upcoming destinations are: Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Toronto, Vancouver, New York, Paris, Germany & Italy.
To what or to whom, do you owe the success of @LeBrunchSquad?
It’s thanks to the founder and co-manager of @LeBrunchSquad that I would like to thank
for trusting me in managing the social media account and PR for Le Brunch Squad. He’s
been a great mentor as well and has inspired me to quit my full-time job as he did a year
ago to do what I love: social media marketing, branding and content creation.
Do you have any advice for those
who want to start a similar type of
instagram account?
I would tell those people to find a
niche that you’re passionate about
and start out that instagram account
as a hobby, which can then become
your side hustle - don’t quit your day
job after a month just because you
see your account growing. Also, the
social media world is ever-changing
and I would HIGHLY advise them
to stay up-to-date with those
changing trends. Good luck and
most importantly, have fun!

Blender, Quebec
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Kicking The Sugar Habit:
FO U R N O - S U G A R D E S S E R T S FO R A S AT E D PA L AT E !
B Y A A M N A TA R I Q

As we all know, sugar is evil. Well, not exactly but close enough. After all, it's angelically delectable
and the basis of those amazing desserts that grace our Instagram and our dreams every night.
However, it's also the basis of several diseases, not to mention unsightly weight gain. Diabetes,
PCOS (polycystic ovary syndrome), and numerous other issues are all due to this abysmal white
substance. But what's to be done when one has a sweet tooth (like yours truly), and the sugar
cravings become impossible to handle?
Google, experience, and a dash of innovation come to the rescue for me here. A bit of research
has opened up a whole new world...that of sugar-free desserts!
A little substitution here and there (maybe even a dash of sweet spices like cinnamon, and you
could be whipping up some seriously yummy sweet treats in no time!)
You’ll find a few recipes detailed just to get you started on the no-sugar path. Once you get the
hang (and taste) of it, you can make your own tweaks and tell us all about it!

The keto diet is also rapidly rising in popularity. It gets fast results, no doubt. I personally know
people who no longer have to take metaformin or thyroid medicine due to following this diet.
Plus, the weight loss is amazingly quick! The main enemy of keto? Again, sugar.
However, the above recipes aren't really keto. They do contain sugar in some form, in the
bananas and the honey. You could try replacing these with Stevia or monk fruit powder to
make them keto-friendly. We all know the struggle!
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No Sugar Vanilla Ice Cream
With summers in full roaring action, who doesn’t want some yummy, creamy delights to cool

them down? Store-bought ice cream is extremely high in sugar and preservatives. The homemade variety, while healthier, again contains way too much sugar for comfort.
Substituting honey for maple syrup would give both a sweet and sort of exotic flavor. Hence the
following recipe! Don’t be worried if you don’t have an ice cream machine; simply spin it all in a
blender or food processor (be sure to mix your ice cream up again when it’s half frozen).

INGREDIENTS
•

1 cup whole milk

•

2/3 cup honey

•

2 cups heavy cream

•

1 tsp pure vanilla
extract

•

2-3 drops pure almond
extract

•

1 pinch salt

•

1 vanilla pod

METHOD
1. In a medium-sized bowl, whisk together milk and honey till completely combined
2. Add vanilla extract, almond extract, and salt
3. Scrape out seeds from vanilla pod and add into the mixture; now pour in cream
and mix well
4. Refrigerate the mixture for an hour or till it is chilled
5. Transfer the mixture into the ice cream maker and process according to instructions
manual of your machine
6. Once the mixtures turns into soft ice cream, shift to a plastic/steel container and tap to
remove air bubbles
7. Serve as soft gelato or freeze overnight with a tight lid on
8. Enjoy your homemade guilt-free vanilla ice cream
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Nourishing Brownies Truffles
There’s nothing like a burst of chocolate to completely satisfy you after a meal, right? You don’t

always have to overload on sugary, rich cake for dessert! These delectable brownie truffles would
soon satisfy your chocolate craving and get you the nutrients of dates and avocados in the bargain.

Serves: 16
INGREDIENTS
•

2 cups walnuts

•

1 cup dates (pitted)

•

Half avocado cut into
pieces

•

2 tbsp honey

•

¼ cup organic coconut oil

•

½ tsp pure vanilla extract

•

½ cup unsweetened
cocoa powder

•

1 pinch of salt

•

Shredded coconut,
chocolate sprinkles,
crushed nuts, and sea salt
for topping

METHOD
1. Chop walnuts and dates in a food processor for one to two minutes till they are finely
chopped and begin to stick together
2. Add in the remaining ingredients and process till the ingredients take the shape of a moist
sticky dough
3. Transfer the brownie dough into a bowl and form into a ball
4. Make 16 even sized smooth truffles
5. Roll the truffles in the toppings of your choice (sprinkle if using sea salt)
6. Refrigerate your brownie truffles to firm up the coconut oil in them; this gives a delicious
fudgy texture to the brownies
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Chocolate Cherry
Chia Pudding

If you’re using chia seeds, you may be surprised with this recipe. Turns out, you can
actually make a decent pudding without the heap of sugar in its contents. Once you
soak the seeds in the milk and other ingredients, they swell up and make for a lovely,
gelled dessert experience. Ah, the magic of nature!

Serves: 4

INGREDIENTS
•

1 ½ cup almond milk

•

¼ chia seeds (powdered)

•

3 tbsp unsweetened
cocoa powder

•

2-3 tbsp maple syrup or
honey

•

½ cup cherries (pitted and
sliced)

•

Topping: cherries, and
dark chocolate shavings

METHOD
1. Mix together almond milk, chia seeds, cocoa powder and maple syrup in a bowl
2. Cover and refrigerate overnight (or at least 4 hours)
3. Transfer the pudding into four bowls just before serving
4. Garnish with sliced cherries, chocolate shavings, and extra whole cherries
5. Serve chilled
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Healthy RiceKrispy Treats
For this recipe, you can simply grind some peanuts in your processer for that

creamy, healthy peanut butter. If you don’t have any on hand, you can buy an organic variety at the store. When you have all the ingredients in hand, the rest is as easy
as pie! (Now go look up a sugar-free recipe for pie)

Serves: 12
INGREDIENTS
•

¼ cup creamy almond
butter / peanut butter
(store bought or
homemade)

•

1 tbsp coconut oil

•

½ cup honey

•

1 tsp vanilla extract

•

3 cups crispy rice cereal

•

3-4 tbsp chocolate chips

METHOD
1. Line an 8x8 inch baking pan with a parchment paper, leaving a few inches of overhang on
the sides to allow for easy removal. Spray with cooking spray and set aside
2. In a medium sized saucepan, add almond butter, coconut oil, syrup, and vanilla extract.
3. Place over medium heat and stir together till almond butter is melted and fully combined
with honey
4. Remove the pan from heat and add the cereal; mix till fully incorporated
5. Transfer the mixture into the prepared baking pan, and press down with a greased spatula
to distribute mixture evenly and tightly packed
6. Melt chocolate chips in the microwave or in a double boiler
7. Drizzle over the packed cereal mixture using a spoon
8. Refrigerate the pan for about 30 mins to cool
9. Cut 12 equal squares with a sharp knife and shift to a serving dish
10. Store in an air tight jar
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Travel Quotes
Hello! Unread’s frequent readers, and a warm welcome to the newbie’s!

T’is the season to travel and do all things fun because when life gives
you the opportunity to travel, then travel. In the 11th of Unread Mag’s
travel series, I have gathered some of my favourite travel quotes that
you can use for your social media captions, like I have done on some
of my Instagram @klumzymomina posts.

Momina

“Fill your life with adventures,
not things. Have stories to
tell, not stuff to show.”
- The Body Coach

“We take photos as a return
ticket to
a moment otherwise gone.”
- Katie Thurmes

“The world is a book, and
those who do not travel
read only a page.”
- St. Augustine

“Once a year, go some place
you’ve never been before.”
- Dalai Lama
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“Travelling – it leaves you
speechless, then turns you
into a storyteller.”
- Ibn Battuta

“To Travel is to Live”
- Hans Christian An

dersen

“Take only memories, leave
only footprints.”
– Chief Seattle

“Not all those who
wander are lost.”
-J.R.R Tolkien

“Travel is never a matter of
money but of courage.”
– Paolo Coelho

“Adventure is worthwhile.”
- Aesop
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“Travel makes one modest.
You see what a tiny place you
occupy in the world.”

“Half the fun of travel is the
aesthetic of lostness.”

- Gustav Flaubert

- Ray Bradbury

-
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Bored Who?

Life is so surprising. It gives you some exceptionally beautiful days along with a
bunch of days that break your back. This is how it works for pretty much everyone.
Once in a while all of us do get some sort of leisure time (some time to ‘ourselves’),
but the difference is only in the amount of leisure time one gets.
Giving yourself that few minutes of down time to do what you enjoy can actually
help boost your productivity a lot! It diverts your mind from the constant work and
hustle and bustle that comes with every day responsibilities.
For this issue, I have compiled 20 creative things you could do
to feel a little more fresh and cheery!
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For some of you, writing things down on a loose sheet
of paper could be the right thing. You may be experts in

Write

putting down your thoughts on papers, or even better, a
screen and call it blogging. Sometimes, it could just be that
you write about how you are feeling at that point in time
and then later on, when you read through it, it makes you
nostalgic

More and more people are taking up this stunning hobby!
All you need is a brush pen and paper and you’re on your
way to creating some lovely hand lettering. Any language
you know, try to approach the letters from a particular
angle and flaunt your handwriting skills. If you have not

Calligraphy

tried calligraphy before but really want to have a go, don’t
worry – there are plenty of YouTube videos teaching you!
It’s worth a try, right?

Perhaps, the first one that comes to our mind when we
speak of creativity. This, let me tell you, is a world of its

Art

own. Art with paint, colour pencils, crayons, pencils, thread,
straws, crepe papers, ribbons and what not. It’s an entirely
different world, full of many possibilities, because let’s face
it, art is what you make of it (as is any creative hobby to be
honest). The fact is, the canvas is yours and it is for you to
create a masterpiece.

Lend me your ears, people with green fingers! You do
not need to be the owner of acres of land to do some
gardening. Get some lovely pots, sow the seeds and wait
for your green babies to grow and mature. You won’t only
feel satisfied upon seeing your green products, but it is
also so pretty to have greenies sitting both indoors and
outdoors.
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Gardening

This is what makes a man grow. This is the food for his

Reading

brain. Anything beneficial you read, you increase your
knowledge and if not that, your vocabulary improves for
sure! Reading makes you see the world through a different
pair of eyes. Only a reader can understand the joy it brings.

For an extrovert, friends are life. A hangout with those
people who add spice to your life could be the best thing
ever. It doesn’t necessarily have to be a holiday trip,
sometimes a cosy home, friends and pizza is enough.

DIY

Reach out
to your
friends

Do-it-yourself projects. There is joy in being able to make
something out of things that you thought was junk. From
gifts to everyday utilities, you could DIY anything! You are
not just being eco-friendly, but also super creative!

I highly encourage you to take up cooking as your hobby if
you have the ability to tickle the taste buds. Cakes, bakes,
pastries, spicy gravies, burgers, ah there is so much to
create and discover when to food!

Cooking

It can be a treat to the eyes and peace to the mind to have

Cleaning

your surroundings clean and tidy. Cleaning isn’t a one-time
process, it is a task that requires your attention, but trust
me, the process is bliss, just plug in your head phones,
some scented wipes and get started.
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Pamper
Yourself

Whoever told you that appearance is just a matter to
neglect has told you a lie. If you weren’t at your best, then
how on Earth are you going to look after your loved ones?
Pamper baths, face masks, healthy and nutritious food are
all a must, I say! If you look good, you feel good and if you
feel good, I say you do good too!

I know most of us loving watching our drama shows, but
there’s a lot of things out there that actually feed the brain
some interesting stuff. Talk shows, documentaries debates
and discussions on every topic under the sun is now
available. Dust up your knowledge on the current affairs by

Debates &
Documentaries

attending and watching some of them.

Retrospection

& Planning

This is no small thing. You cannot plan your future without
an idea of what you’ve been doing in the past. Every now
and then, take the time out to sit back and think of the
changes you need to make in your own life to become the
best version of you. Yes! Get some real planning done!

Oh the possibilities! From mind tickling board games like
Scrabble, Monopoly and Game of life to outdoor games
like hockey, football that can gift you fitness. There must
be at least one of these you enjoy. You don’t have to be an

Games

expert at any game, you just need to enjoy it!

This is a world of its own. What in the world is not

Designing

designed! From shoes, bags, garments to logos… even this
magazine! Pick up some yarn and twist it a couple of times
this way and that way, you might end up designing your
own crotchets for sale!
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Get to Know:

Adila

Learn a
course

What is the best advice you’ve received
regarding your form of art?
I’ve been told not to allow anybody’s
comments to discourage me. To grow
a thick skin and not let anybody put me
down. To continue to keep doing what I
love and not worry about how much it will
appeal to others.

There’s an awful lot of fields you can gain your mastery

Do you have a writer’s routine that you

in, only if you put in some time and effort. Literature, art,

maintain and what is it?

self-help, ethics, language, religion – name it and there
are online and offline courses you can do to, paid and
for free! You don’t even need to have higher education
to take up some of these courses, have a search online
and see what find. Examples of websites that provide
courses include Future Learn or even Open University.

I write my blog articles on a weekly basis.
I don’t have a particular day to get them
written. I write down articles on my notes in
my phone whenever I get a potential article
idea. It’s sometimes half written, but then
later on I end up doing its finishing touches
and then mostly, it goes up on my blog on
a Friday!
What motivates you to write and how
do you come up with it?

There’s definitely more to add to the list. There are a
million things you can do to become a better version of
yourself. Simple moves would change your life for the
better if you decide to invest your leisure time in them.

I absolutely enjoy writing. I feel like I’ve got
lots to share with the world in terms of
thoughts and ideas. Comments at the end
of my blog posts by readers encouraging
me to continue writing is definitely the
major source of my motivation. I do
screenshot any such comments and put

You never know

what you are capable
of, unless you do it!

them in a separate folder on my phoneso that any time, my energy levels are
low, it truly helps! Plus, I’m grateful to
have supportive family and friends who
appreciate my works.
I get my article ideas both for my blog and
Unread, from everywhere literally! It could
range from something that I heard over a
youtube video, or something I personally
felt to some Pinterest quote that struck

B Y

A D I LA

me deep. You never know when you could
catch an idea! But whenever I get one, I
immediately get it written at the back of my
journal on a page I titled ‘Blog ideas’. So the
struggle for blog ideas shouldn’t bother me
anytime!
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Exam tips
and Tricks
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It is that time of year where you are drowning in papers and
deadlines. You wake up with pen marks on yourself, you are on
so many levels stressed, and sleep deprived that you don’t know
what’s going on. But ya girls got you!
First things first, a grade on paper is not the be all and end all, it
doesn’t define who you are or a testament of your worth. But of
course, we all want to do well and get good grades – so here are
my top 10 tips and tricks.

1. Have some sort of timetable
Be precise, add timings if you have to. Sort of like a to do list. If that is too much
pressure, then just jot down things you need to get done on some post it notes for
that day and tick them off as you go along. You get a different kind of satisfaction from
ticking off the work you’ve done throughout the day. HELL YEAH!

2. Know your learning style and be a boss at it!
Whether that be visionary, auditory, kinaesthetic or a mixture. Be creative with your
notes and revision - MAKE THEM YOUR OWN.

Note...
If you’re using mind maps don’t make bubble’s around the words - make it
look like tree branches coming out of each other - keep relating information
together
Something that works for me is talking out loud - almost like I’m teaching
my notes back to myself, so I actually UNDERSTAND them rather than just
memorising them. That way you can adapt your understanding to whatever
question.
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3. Prioritise your work
Don’t just stick to the easy things. You need to try your best and get a good amount of
revision done every day. Touch upon those ‘annoying’ topics, they’ll challenge you... in a
good way of course.

4. Studies say that your brain can only focus 45
minutes at a time
Take advantage and only revise in chunks! You could revise in 20 minutes slots with 5
minute breaks... 5-6 hours of revision a day should be enough. Don’t overwork yourself
or set unrealistic standards!

5. Utilise planning tools to organise your time
I have found that the Workflow Timer, which can be found on both iTunes app store and
Google Play, has been extremely helpful as it sets out the work chunks and break times
for you - the alarms go off for those particular times.

6. Stick up your revision notes around the house
I also found making posters of my work or post it notes (especially information you find
most difficult) and placing them in areas I frequently visit very useful! For example. I’d
have colourful notes on the fridge and certain doors around the house), so I would see
them regularly. You form an association between that piece of information and a certain
place. alarms go off for those particular times.

7.During revision, make sure you eat well,
exercise and are healthy
A healthy body means a healthy mind! Keeping your body stimulated will keep you alert
and on the ball. If you’re too busy starving, you won’t be able to
concentrate on the task at had - REVISION!

8. Attend study groups
Sometimes it is a good idea to study with other people as you can take other viewpoints
and receive support with things you may not be clear on (of course, help them too, you
can’t just take, take and take). This doesn’t always work for everyone, some individuals
like to work independently – if that’s you, keep going!

9. Get some good sleep!
Not only the night before the exam, but throughout your revision period. We
underestimate the power of sleep and though a few of you may like to study late night
(it works for some!) try to give yourself at least 6 hours sleep to make sure you brain is
functioning to the best of its ability.

10. Do your best!
If you are making a genuine effort to revise, then don’t fret. That hard work will indeed
pay off. So, when you sit down to do that exam, remember, just do your best and stay
calm! YOU GOT THIS!

- Bareera Ghaffar

Types of
demotivation
and how to
overcome them
82

“There are seven days in a week,
and Someday isn’t one of them!”
Spring is a time for new beginnings but sometimes we don’t
have the inclination or motivation needed to make these
fresh starts happen. You may be feeling demotivated about
exam revision, your dissertation, going to work or doing
things around the house. It’s possible you’re just in a little
bit of a slump right now, lacking the will power you need to
get stuff done. Feeling demotivated like this can bring with
it a feeling of hopelessness, guilt and worry. It doesn’t help
when you can’t quite pinpoint what it is that’s making you
procrastinate. Fear not – here we’re going to address the
possible reasons behind your demotivation and get you back
on the road to success again!

1. You’re demotivated by burnout...
We’re a quarter of the way through the year and wow – what a journey it has been
already! It’s no wonder you’re burnt out! You’re exhausted due to taking way too much
on and now you’re struggling to get going again.

The Cure: Sleeping and taking the time out you need to recuperate from these hectic
past months should do the trick. Once you’ve rested up, you’ll notice your drive and
motivation creeping back. When you have returned to your usual energetic self, it’s
important to realise you’re only human and you will get burned out again if you’re not
careful. Think about what is honestly sustainable in your life and try not to take too
much on. With all the will in the world, you can’t do everything to please everyone all the
time! Always remember to schedule in ‘you’ time!
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2. You’re demotivated by fear…
Fear holds us back way too often. It’s sometimes very hard to recognise this fear too. If
your de-motivation stems from fear of failure or fear of entering the unknown, that’s OK
– the first and most important step is recognising this fear.
Daunting tasks like your final year project at university or starting your own business will
of course be scary. Fear is programmed in us biologically to keep us safe. More often
than not though, our fears are irrational and stem from our imagination.

The Cure: “You need to face your fears”. This is a statement you hear all the time
because it’s true and it works! Write your fears down, question them and contemplate
just how likely the things you’re afraid of will actually happen.
An example could be, “I really don’t feel like starting this project because I’m so afraid I’m
going to fail it”.
So, you’re afraid of failing your project? OK, so how likely is it that you’re going to fail?
Especially after all the hard work you’ve put in so far. Not to mention you’ve got an
impressive track record of passing every project you’re set, right? If that doesn’t work,
what’s the worst that can happen if you do actually fail? You’ll have to do it again?

“Take it from an artist with a bin full of
‘failed attempts’ – sometimes it’s best
to fail the first time because the second
attempt exceeds what you had in mind
in the first place!”
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3. You’re demotivated because you’re people-pleasing
Making people happy is great – but not if it’s constantly at the cost of your own
happiness.
You may be feeling demotivated about completing a task because it is aimed at the
satisfaction of others, with little or any benefit to you. Whilst I’m an ambassador for
kindness and sharing and making the world a happy place, I have come to realise (the
hard way) that your own happiness is just as important! I was always the first to put my
hand up at work to offer my time…until I became burned out (leading back to point 1) by
people-pleasing!

The Cure: Similar to the first point, you need to be weary of how much you’re taking
on, especially when it’s for others! I’m not saying you need to turn into a selfish Nelly
– just that you need to establish the right balance between your needs and everyone
else’s. Taking on too much for others will inevitably lead to demotivation about doing it,
and quite possibly contempt! Avoid this by mastering the phrases “No” and “I’m sorry,
I can’t”. Say it with a smile and enjoy being motivated about doing things for yourself
again!

4. You’re demotivated by loneliness
Although the last point focussed on taking the time out to look after number one (you!),
let’s not forget that we are social creatures and can often get lonely! When faced with
a hefty to-do list, we can become demotivated at the thought of having to do it hidden
away at home.

The Cure: Whilst it’s important that you don’t spend all of your time out with friends
procrastinating when there’s a million things to be done, it’s equally as bad an idea to
stay cooped up indoors for days whilst you’re completing your projects. Establish a
healthy balance between socialising and getting your work done. Take regular breaks to
ensure you’re fulfilling enough of your social needs to stay motivated.
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5. You’re demotivated due to the challenge, or lack of it!
If the task you’re faced with is too boring to get excited about, it can lead to
demotivation. On the other hand, if the job is too challenging, it can lead to a ‘why
should I even bother’ attitude. Recognise that it’s OK to feel this way. We’re encouraged
to keep growing, to keep learning, to keep moving forward in life. We can’t do that
without goals that challenge us - and whilst we do need challenge, we need the right
level of challenge.
If you’re demotivated because the job or goal you’ve set is too easy, remind yourself
that just because something is ‘safe’ and ‘comfortable’ it doesn’t mean it’s good for you.
Taking the safe option can leave you stuck in a rut. You’ll be left miserable because
although you don’t have to try or make much effort, you won’t be reaching where
you want to be in life. Don’t let fear of change or the unknown cause even further
demotivation preventing you from your dreams (see point 2). You’ll feel the same if
you’re letting the fear of a task being too challenging stand in your way too.

The Cure: Reassess your challenge! Think about how you can change your job, your
dissertation project, your blog (or your life!) to make sure it includes the right level of
challenge you need in your life right now. This is not something you do once - you need
to continue to check in with your goals to make sure they’re growing with you.
An example would be if you’re turning up late to work every day because you really don’t
enjoy your job. Find a new job! One that offers the opportunity for personal growth and
development in the field you’ve always dreamed of being in. On the flip side, if you know
you haven’t started your dissertation yet because you agreed to test your hypotheses on
1,000 people and the thought is giving you nightmares - go and speak to your tutor and
discuss setting a more reasonable target for participants!

Demotivation can be triggered by many different things. By establishing what
is causing your demotivation and to think about what you and your body need
to make the task more manageable or appealing, you’re sure to be back to
your productive self in no time.
Remember, always be kind to yourself!

Kelly Mubarik
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I am an open wound,

I will not heal for you
no matter how much you try to
conceal me from your bitter deeds.
I don’t want your medicine;
your false portrayal
of what is mine.
your occupation
of what is mine.
I want my own bandage
that I’ll earn from my returning of
my property.
I will heal with my people
for they are my medicine,
the sweetness of being home.
I am captivated by my land —
my olive trees.
yes, the ones you ripped the roots from
but my roots remain
untouched by your poison
and alive forever.
Falastin will be free.

By Amara B. Waseem
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He is the One

BY CHHAVI ADITYA

Science says

On a Sunday morning

There are 9065 stars

And I turn off the alarm

Visible to naked eyes

Not even moving the sheets

In a clear night sky

So that
I don’t miss out any of his heart’s single

For me,

beats

There’s one
For me,
The one with the warm and quite voice

There’s one

He gives me kisses on phone calls
And I blush

Who sleeps curled up beside me

Because

His soul shining

Between us, there’re actually no walls

With naked legerity

He is the one
Whose voice I listen
At 3:34am

Who completes my celestial equations

Underneath a moonlit sky

Choosing forever

And listen hard

Is no more a confusion

With my phone pressed so firmly to my ears
So that
I don’t miss out his single breath

Who radiates my darkest of days
He makes this woman of dark
Love light

The one with the perfect height
He lets me rest my head on his shoulder
And I smile

For me,

Because

There’s one

Between his lyrical inhales and exhales,
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He utter words

Who doesn’t know

Only I can listen

He has been mine

He is the one

Since there’s been life

Whose arms I feel around me

And he will be mine

At 5am

Till the galaxies collide

-
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BOOK BOXES
Bookish boxes are always a treasure for bookstagrammers. Do you know what
a bookish box is all about? Well, it’s a box full of bookish goodies like books
(duh), candles, badges, postcards, mugs, stickers, collectables, and a lot more.
They can be found all over the globe, in India for example there are many
book boxes available and I personally thoroughly enjoy them!

Owl Crate, Booksnbeyond, and TBB (the big box) are only a few in the huge
pool of brilliant book stuff that offer a monthly subscription box containing
wonderful books and merchandises.
The book options available different book boxes are amazing and so unique to
each box that you wouldn’t mind being a subscriber for them all at the same
time. Some book boxes even send through advance book copies and author
letters, which is so cool for obvious reasons!
Other boxes, like @whispering_flames, sell bookish stationery and candles – if
you’re a book, candle and stationary lover then they’re definitely worth checking
out. Somehow, they wrap all this good stuff into one beautiful box!
Want to start your own bookish box? Here are some things you need to keep
in mind.
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Research

Research what you want to include in your bookish box. Plan a proper budget,
shortlist everything that you want to include in the box. From box to paper,
calculate it all!

Collaborate

You can collaborate with the accounts who sell the goodies that you want to
include. Collaborate with illustrators, designers to provide your customers the
best creative stuff.

Connect with publishers and authors

Connect with publishers and request them to provide you with the top books
or advance copies which you can then treat your customers with. You can
also connect with the authors yourself and kindly request them to write your
customers inspiring letters.

Unboxing challenges

Of course, this happens once all the hard work of actually start a book box is
out the way! But, many book boxes hold the ‘unboxing challenge’, where the
customers show off their creativity by photographing the contents of their book
box in an artistic way and publishing it on social media (usually Instagram). The
best one gets a prize! Not only is this a great way to build a relationship with your
customers but also draw in a new audience.

The bottom line and most important thing I’d say is the more creative and
unique you are, the more you will get noticed. You don’t have to do what
everyone else is doing, you are allowed to step out and try something new.
Have a book box idea? Make it happen!

www.instagram.com/reader_viddh | www.facebook.com/beingvidh

By Vidhya
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Bookstagramming Tips
FO R B E G I N N E R S
BY KASTURI

Book blogging has come a long way since its first introduction quite some time ago. Well,
we could only be grateful to the constant evolution of social media platforms, which now
encourages book bloggers to unleash their creativity and artistic side by combining two
wonderful things together, photography and books.
Bookstagramming has gained quite a reputation on the ol’ famous photo blogging site,
Instagram. Believe it or not, there are over hundreds and thousands of bookstagrammers
all over the world, showcasing their photography talents, and of course, their dear love
for books.
And I’m more than happy to say that I am one of them! My fervent love for books and
awe for all those aesthetically-pleasing bookstagram feeds, drove me to convert my
unused-personal Instagram account into a rather bookish one. It has been slightly more
than 5 months, and I have since gathered more than 1k followers and met some really
amazing souls. Now, I’ve had a couple of people asking me for tips on how to go about
bookstagramming, and every time I get these questions, I feel extremely honoured! So, I
figured that I’d share a few helpful tips that I’ve gathered along the way and help you all
achieve that gorgeous feed you have in mind.
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1. Post consistently
You’ve probably seen this a million times, but it is a rather important tip; especially if
you’re new, and are looking to increase your follower base. Now, as a beginner you might
have trouble posting everyday, and that’s alright, but pick a schedule and try your best to
stick to it.

2. Pick a theme
While some people may argue that a theme isn’t really of importance, I beg to differ. Apart
from growing followers, an aesthetically pleasing feed keeps you motivated to continue
bookstagramming! Trust me when I say I know how easy it is to wake up one day, lose
inspiration and the urge to snap photos for your bookish feed. And the only thing that
kept me going, apart from the inspiring bookstagram photos on Pinterest, was definitely
my feed. I took one look, and I just couldn’t bear forsaking all that time I spent snapping
those pictures.
Start out slow, and pick an easy theme, one that you’re sure you could work with, sometimes
images of the same colours are a good way to start. After all, you could change it anytime!

3. Spread the love
Last but not least, spread the love! People are not going to be able to notice you as much
when you’re a small account, so you can get them to check you out by leaving a couple of
comments, and spam them with likes! While indirectly promoting your account, you could
also come across some really beautiful feeds that could inspire your future photos!
On a side note, do remember to credit the owner/account if you use their ideas!
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Actor interviews

&creative writing
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One of the most important and widespread advices to writers of all genres of fiction and nonfiction is to read. Read other books in their genre. Read outside of their chosen genre. Read
and study renowned writers and learn from them. In this age of the abundant internet, writers
have free access to many other writers’ habits of research, time management, creativity and
writing style as well. So far, this is indisputable.
But can aspiring, or even seasoned and successful, authors learn something from actors? It is
not too far fetched that writers can learn from movies about the art of story telling and “show
versus tell”. I am specifically interested in actors and how they prepare for their roles and I
even watch talk shows with actors where they share personal, and mostly funny, anecdotes
of their lives and sometimes even sing and dance with the hosts. Does this make me a better
writer? I don’t know. But I like to think that actors tell someone else’s story through their
performance and, therefore, their approach to researching and preparing for telling a specific
story can be informative and beneficial to me, as a writer, as well. Or even just a funny story
about their struggles can be very uplifting and encouraging whenever I am stuck or feeling
down during the process.
Sometimes the unlikeliest actors can be the funniest people, as well as the other way around.
I have also watched several different talk show episodes where the same actor tells the same
anecdote in five different ways and each time it is hilarious. How do they do that? Do they
have coaches teaching them how to tell funny stories? Probably.
Some of the best interviews involve more than one actor because these interviews tend to
feed off of each other, for example “Actors on Actors” by Vanity Fair, or “Actors Roundtable”
by the Hollywood Reporter. All of these series of interviews are highly recommended and
very insightful. But the interviews that stick with me the most are the ones I can relate to as
a writer. Michelle Williams, for example, is one of my favorite actors to watch interviews with,
because of her incredibly refined mind, attitude and approach to acting. She inspired me to
start reading poems, after I watched an interview with her about her movie “Blue Valentine”
and how she prepared for her role with a poem by her favorite poet Galway Kinnell. Also, if
she, as an actor, found inspiration in a work of fiction, then I could probably find inspiration
from actors’ work for my fiction?
Another example is by the great actor Robin Wright. In an interview, she described her
character Claire Underwood from the critically acclaimed series “House of Cards” as a Cubism
painting because of her structured way of living and compartmentalizing. This was the first
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time I heard someone relate to a fictional character in terms of an art form or art object. I
love this analogy because it’s absolutely true and because it lets us, the viewer, see how she
sees her character.

Watching and listening to actors
talking about their film characters
might not sound obviously helpful
for writers at first glance. They
don’t write distinctive, relatable
and fascinating characters, but
they do bring them to life. And
the way they approach this
goal is what definitely can help
writers bring their characters to
life on the page as well.
-

Rossitza
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A Tale of Cunning

Cakes
BY AMINA AHMED
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I want to like cake pops so bad,
but I’ve never been able to finish one. I took a bite of one once, but couldn’t finish
because it was too sweet. Hi reader, please don’t stop reading. I know speaking
against desserts is not a popular opinion, but hear me out. I actually love desserts
just as much as you do, but I simply cannot stomach (or forgive) confections when
they are overly sweet. So please read on as I relive a memorable cake pop experience.

So ever since that initial cloying cake pop fiasco, I’ve sadly avoided them. I mean I’ll
show excitement towards them at a party and everything, ‘cause I feel like that’s
the right thing to do, all the while my mind whispers, ‘don’t be fooled: there’s about
3 millimeters of cake in there and the superfluous globules of sugar coating will
put you in a coma!’ So, when it comes time for dessert, I generally choose something else; something that has its proportions in check. I know I’m speaking a rather unpopular opinion, but please, do read on.

There was once an incident, a bridal shower/hen-do or a baby shower, I don’t
recall which, but I do recall what happened. I was having a jolly good time when
someone noticed I hadn’t taken a cake pop from the beautifully decorated and
generously stocked dessert table. After all, I had oo-ed and ah-ed at them earlier
at the party and there were more than enough for everyone. Yet here I was with
a cake pop-less plate. I had to think of something fast, so I assured them that I
would be taking one and hoped that would be assurance enough to get them off
my case. But it wasn’t.

So I took one and placed it slowly on my plate, which seemed to have satisfied this
astute passerby. I ate around it of course; its long stick and thick coating menacing
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my every bite, challenging my fork cuts, threatening to roll off my plate onto the
wooden floor. I would’ve let it, but I’ve got a conscience about wasting food, which
is why this particular confection was bothering me ever more so. I mean I didn’t
WANT to dislike it. It made me sad actually. The idea of cake on a stick is pretty
darn appealing. But why oh why did it have to be so sweet?! Why was the coating
so selfish and the cake so defenseless?

Absorbed in helpless thought, I looked up to see that there were none left. Of
course they had run out. Everybody loves them. I realized this was not a good
thing as the one still claiming a good deal of real estate on my plate would be all
the more noticeable now. I had to do something quick. And no – eating it was NOT
an option.

Just then, I overheard someone in the distance stating in dismay how they wished
there were more. I had no time to imagine the roughness of their stomach or the
strength of their mouth to accommodate more than one of these. Instead I followed the sound of their wonderful and most excellently timed voice and presented mine before them, untouched in all it’s cloying and two faced beauty. Smiling at
this desirous person and taking quick glances around to make sure the inquisitive
passerby from earlier hadn’t seen me handing my ‘beloved’ cake pop off.

I breathed a sigh of relief as its weight left my plate. I then disposed of my plate
lest another one show up on a tray I’d perhaps not seen, and this desirous person
should want to repay me for my generosity.

Oh, the horror ;)
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C O N S C I O U S N E S S I S A N A L E R T S TAT E O F M I N D W H I C H

E N A B L E S U S TO I N D U LG E I N T H E W O R L D A R O U N D U S .
Going through the journeys of life with full awareness has joys and disappointments,
and these occur accordingly depending on if you are more emotionally conscious or
mentally conscious. Now, I know what your thinking. How can you tell if you are thinking
from your head or your heart? And don’t these depend on each person as opposed to
being variables you can generalise to everyone?
Correct, whether you are thinking from your head or your heart I cannot tell, that is only
something you can decide for yourself, hence why generalisation is not appropriate for
most of psychology. Because we are all so different.
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However, I do believe there to be variables which can help us understand if we are
thinking emotionally or intellectually, and how to balance these both out to feel
emotionally stable in demanding situations. But first, why is it important to understand
the way in which we are being conscious to our surroundings? The point of this is
understanding balance.
Balance of understanding the world around us, as it has so many components to
comprehend, and some need to be comprehended in a different way to others due to
the nature of it. Its only when we learn the art of consciousness and fully understand
how to be emotionally and mentally conscious in the most balanced way possible that
we will be able to feel stable in ourselves, as we have trained our hearts and minds to
process the events of life appropriately rather than too emotionally or too logically.
We can stereotypically categorise people into two categories:
1. The first being those who are driven by feelings. Emotions. Your heart over your
mind. These people are the ones who feel feelings passionately. They describe their
feelings rather than their thoughts. They’re greatest ideas are composed by emotions,
and they lead a life full of rollercoasters that cause emotional confusion.
2. Then there are those who are driven by fact and logic. Their thoughts are
prioritised, and their emotions sometimes left out of the picture. They dwell less over
their feelings, making it easier to get on with things, but harder to understand those
around them. Their passions are driven by their logic and knowledge.
Now if your anything like I am, you will have read one of those descriptions and thought
about how well you fit the category, which is normal. Not many of us find it easy to
be both logical and emotional at the same time when it comes to life itself. Often one
way or another either emotion or logic takes over, leading us to feel drowned in our
problems rather than on top of them.
Its not to say that being logical is better than being emotional, or visa versa. Its all about
levelling this out, which is something that cognitive therapies often focus on for those
who are thinking irrationally, such as constant negative thoughts, to balance their mind
set out. Award winning author and human potential thought leader Bryant Mcgill once
gave an exemplary statement which reminds me of this topic. She said,

‘ C O M F O R T I N E X P R E S S I N G YO U R E M OT I O N S W I L L

A L LO W YO U TO S H A R E T H E B E S T O F YO U R S E L F W I T H
OT H E R S , B U T N OT B E I N G A B L E TO C O N T R O L YO U R
E M OT I O N S W I L L R E V E A L YO U R W O R S T.’

This is precisely the reason why giving yourself conscious boundaries as to how much
emotion or logic you should be using is a key to balancing your mind set in life.
We go through many rollercoasters in life. But I am a true believer that our psychology
has a strong factor in being able to make the tough times not so tough, and the
struggles not so struggle worthy. Our bodies and minds work in incredibly complicated
manners, most of which our human minds struggle to comprehend as it is beyond us.
But one thing that is clear is that our mental health and our thoughts are directly linked
in several ways, for example, we can use our thoughts to convince ourselves we are
depressed, and these thoughts become so powerful that we may then find ourselves
needing tablets to feel less melancholy. However,

A POSITIVE MIND SET IN THE FIRST
PLACE IS OUR BEST MEDICINE.

You can find yourself breezing through situations you used to crumble over, just by
balancing your logic and your emotions to compose yourself and tell yourself, its all
going to be okay.

- Bareera Javaid

Relationships good or bad
B Y
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Relationships are maybe the most fragile things we will ever have
to experience. Whether it is among siblings or with parents and other
family members; some conflict is bound to exist. However, what takes
precedence is how you deal with these situations.
While courting, conflicts, miscommunications and doubts can either make
or break your future as a couple. There will always be a third party that is
displeased or even angered by your newfound happiness. They will always
find means and modes of ending your happiness. After all, some people
cannot not bear the happiness of others, right?
The worst of these third parties is a psychopath. Someone who is
determined to go through every possible nook and cranny to ensure you
never find your happiness. They are determined to show you that the only
possible happiness you can ever have in this world is with them. They have
no boundaries. For them, the world is an oasis.
Feelings, emotions or even mental health doesn’t matter to them. They live
for the damage they can inflict. They live off of the pain of others. They find
bliss in knowing that they’re having some control over you.
I won’t say relationships are easy - no matter the type of relationship it
may be. But I would say one thing; learn to trust and have faith in
your relationships.
You have put the work and effort to have it standing where it is today.
Don’t throw all of it away by the mere words of an outsider. Especially not
when your significant other is in question. Always have faith and trust in
him or her. And if they truly love you, they’ll uphold the same trust and
faith you have in them.
Take heed of my two cents. I hope each of your relationship is filled with
happiness, always. Especially with that significant other of yours. Hold
them close and show them love every single day and watch how
your love blossoms limitlessly.
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How to get into Sci-Fi
AKA: REASONS THE ILLUMINAE FILES SHOULD BE YOUR NEXT READ
BY

M A I

AUTHOR: AMIE KAUFMAN & JAY KRISTOFF
MEETING ROOM CREATED
PASSWORD PROTECTED
INCEPT: 19:37

Mai has logged in

Reading has been a big part of my life for as long as I can remember, however there are
certain genres that I just can’t deal with (horror for instance). Sci-Fi used to be one of those
genres, but then Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff had to go ahead and write one of the most
amazing trilogies to ever grace our planet: The Illuminae Files; and now I think Sci-Fi is going
to be one of my favorite genres.

So without further ado, here is a list of reasons justifying why you should pick up this trilogy
if you haven’t already; you are missing out.
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Reason one: An Epic Plot
The Illuminae Files is a trilogy set in the future; a time when humans are living on different
planets and space travel is as normal as road trips. The story starts with the death of thousands during an invasion initiated by a Corporate called BeiTech on planet Kerenza, some
survivors make it out on three spaceships and they swear to expose BeiTech to the whole
universe. Of course, it is so much bigger than that (three books, you guys!), but for the sake
of not spoiling anything, that’s all I am going to say.
The plot is actually extremely fast-paced and there’s not even a single dull moment, it is
action packed and full of twists you are never going to see coming. I literally couldn’t put
the first book down. You see, we have a lot of background stories surrounded by an air of
mystery and a desire to survive some of the worst things that can happen to a nation; if that
isn’t a recipe for a great plot then I don’t know what is.
We also get to see all sides in these books, especially in the last one, the lines between good
and evil are blurred. As a reader, I sometimes found myself sympathizing with those who
are supposedly the enemy. This was extremely intriguing to read about, since in most novels
we only get one side. But in the Illuminae Trilogy, we get to be in contact with soldiers from
the BeiTech crew and they aren’t presented as villains, but as victims of circumstances.

Reason Two: Relatable Characters
I thought my biggest issue with this book was going to be the characters. Personally speaking, I am one of those readers who enjoys a character-driven plot; I love witnessing how
characters develop and how we are privy to their inner thoughts, feelings and conflicts. I
couldn’t see how that was going to be achieved through this trilogy’s format (an aspect I am
going to get to in a minute) I actually ended up loving the characters.
They were witty, realistic, funny, and relatable. We may not have been privy to their inner
thoughts the way we are in other novels with regular narrations, but surprisingly, I still connected with them. I loved how the authors portrayed PTSD (post-traumatic stress disorder)
through these characters; I thought it was very accurate.
The characters were making the most of what they had; they were making the most of a
bad situation while still managing to be extremely relatable. I found that just through their
dialogues I was able to understand where they were coming from and why they were taking
certain actions.

Reason Three: Unique Format
The thing that kept me from reading this trilogy for so long was the unique writing style; I
was skeptic about this particular format, and I couldn’t see myself being immersed in it.
Surprisingly, I loved it.
The writing style provided a new and unique reading experience that I have never experienced anything like before. And I believe that this story, with all its freaking awesome twists
and turns, couldn’t have been told in a better way.
The story is told through a series of consecutive files taken from databases, files include:
interviews, chats, surveillance footages, reports, official documents, etc. This format helped
the events progress in a fast-paced way that a regular narrative wouldn’t have been able to
convey. It may take some time to get used to (maybe a hundred pages or so), but once you
do, you won’t be able to imagine this story being told in any different way.

Reason Four: Audiobooks
with Full Casts
If you have heard of the Illuminae Trilogy, then you
have probably heard about the audiobooks; because
they were as epic as everything else in the series. They
had a full cast of characters and sound effects, which
made it all seem more real somehow. They were so
accurate that sometimes they became too creepy
and I just had to take a minute and breathe. Overall, I
don’t think you can fully experience this trilogy without
simultaneously listening to the audiobooks.
To conclude, you have to give this trilogy a try if you
haven’t already. It’s a unique reading experience that is bound to have you on the edge of
your seat the entire time.

Mai has logged off
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THE M Y THI CAL IN T R ICAC IE S IN

'The red-haired woman'
B Y

R A J E S H WA R I

AUTHOR: ORHAN PAMUK

The plot of the novel ‘The Red-Haired Woman’ by Nobel laureate Orhan Pamuk
is weaved with Greek and Western mythology in such a way that the story
ultimately leads to what happened in those mythic legends.
Translated from Turkish by Ekin Oklap, ‘The Red-Haired Woman’ is set on the
outskirts of a town 30 miles from Istanbul, where a master well digger and his young
apprentice, Cem, are hired to find water on a barren plain. As they struggle in the
summer heat, excavating without luck meter by meter, the two will develop a filial
bond neither has known before–not the poor middle-aged bachelor nor the middleclass boy whose father disappeared after being arrested for politically subversive
activities.
The pair will come to depend on each other and exchange stories reflecting disparate
views of the world. But in the nearby town, where they buy provisions and take their
evening break, the boy will find an irresistible diversion.
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The Red-Haired Woman, an alluring
member of a travelling theatre
company, catches his eye and
seems as fascinated by him as he
is by her. The young man’s wildest
dream will be realized, but, when in
his distraction a horrible accident
befalls the well digger, the boy will
flee, returning to Istanbul. Only years
later will he discover whether he was
in fact responsible for his master’s
death and who the redheaded
enchantress was.

There are two main mythical references in the book:
O ED IP U S

TH E

KING

Laius, the then King of the city of
Thebes, and his wife Jocasta had a
son who was named Oedipus. After
his birth, it was prophesied that
Oedipus would be the death of his
father. Shocked, Laius banished him.
Oedipus was reared by people of a
different kingdom and later, when
he grew up, realised that the city he
was living in was not his birthplace.
He comes to know that he is from

Thebes and ventures out to assert his rights.
On his way, he comes across an old man and they start fighting on the grounds that
Oedipus was a potential intruder (neither of them knew the other’s identity) and
Oedipus ended up killing the old man.
When Thebes realised that Laius was nowhere to be found, Oedipus took the
throne and married Jocasta and had children out of their wedlock. Years later,
Thebes started suffering from plague which left its fields and women barren.
Oedipus sends his brother-in-law Creon, to the house of Apollo to ask the oracle
how to end the plague. Creon returns bearing good news: once the killer of the
previous king is found Thebes will be cured of plague.
Determined to set Thebes free from misery, Oedipus discovers that the old man
he killed was actually Laius and that he was his father and Jocasta, his mother.
Ashamed of what he had done, gouges his own eyes out.

S O H RA B

A ND

RU S TU M
It is a poem which retells a famous
episode from Ferdowsi's Persian epic
Shahnameh relating how the great
warrior Rustum unknowingly slew
his long-lost son Sohrab in single
combat.
As the story develops, the
protagonist, Cem, becomes
an engineer and settles down
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with a woman and they are unable to have a child. To suppress his sorrow of
childlessness, he focuses on his career and soon forms his own construction
company ‘Sohrab’. His business booms and soon he finds himself to be one of the
richest. A few days later, he receives a letter by a man who claims to be his son.
Confused, he ignores the letter. One night, he realises that his so-called son might
actually be the product of his rendezvous with the red-haired woman when he was
seventeen. Using business as an excuse, Cem goes back to the city to meet the
woman and his son to see if it’s actually true.
Cem arranges a party for all the business heads and finds the red-haired woman
there, but unfortunately, his son was reluctant to come. Cem’s son despised him
because of his bourgeoisie outlook and his ignorance towards his offspring, which
forced him and his mother to go through insufferable hardships. Disappointed,
Cem asks the woman whether someone could take him to witness the well he had
helped build along with Master Mahmut. The woman introduces a man asking him
to take Cem to the well.
Walking down the lane, Cem could reminiscence his days as the well digger’s
apprentice. As they were conversing about a wide range of topics, Cem
realised that, the boy he was with, is actually his son. They both got in a row
about ignorance, poverty and the sorrow one had to face for the other. This
argument soon turned into a fight and not long after, the boy realises that he has
unintentionally killed his own father.
Thus, a reader can witness first-hand how history repeats itself. It is a beguiling
mystery tale of family and romance, of east and west, tradition and modernity, by
one of the great storytellers of our time.
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BONZAI: POWERFUL
DRUG GROWING IN THE
SLUMS OF TURKEY
BY ALEYNA KAYA

The drug market in Turkey has gradually grown (based on the Turkish news’ outlets
continuous reporting around the subject as well as my own observations from regular
visits to the country) making trafficking of illegal drugs an easy attainable business and
inching closer to becoming a global issue.
Socioeconomically disadvantaged, the poor and homeless as well as those living in the
slums are particularly vulnerable, and a common target for drugs and its traffic. Turkey,
being a socially divided country, leads to major differences in education and income
levels between the state population in the Western side and the smaller rural areas of
eastern Turkey.
According to The United Nations SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) indicator and its
statistics, the numbers have fallen drastically in terms of extreme poverty in the country
between the years of 1994-2000, however, there is still a large proportion of people
living in unsafe conditions in city slums. The unsafe conditions vary with many deprived
of access to clean water, sanitation and real education.
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When talking about the ’drug issue’ it is important to hold a class perspective. There may
be various reasons why a person has fallen into an addiction, most times, class plays a
part. The few reasons in a distinguished class society is the lack of jobs and welfare, as
well as segregation. Housing shortage in the cities, doubled rents and increased prices
for new homes, causes the working class and the poor to be driven to the outskirts of
the cities. Few opportunities for rehabilitation and support, as along with reduced trust
in the authorities, make it difficult for many to get out of their situation.
Spice, known as Bonzai in Turkey, is a synthetic drug which comprises a mixture
of different chemical substances. It is cheap, easily accessible and one of the most
dangerous drugs on the market. The first experiment with this synthetic drug was meant
to be for research purposes, done in a medical pharmaceutical laboratory, however,
it quickly spread to other places and is now being sold in different shops, online and
street corners in the big cities and its slums.

Socioeconomically disadvantaged, the poor
and homeless as well as those living in the
slums are particularly vulnerable, and a
common target for drugs and its traffic
The sale of Bonzai started to boom in the early 2000’s in Turkey and since then it has
spread like wildfire. Many kids and adolescents are seen on the street in an unconscious
state, due to the use of the drug. Bonzai does not only affect individual’s physical health,
but also their mental wellbeing. Synthetic Cannabis, like Bonzai, mimic the effect of
drugs such as Heroin and ‘weed’.
The different indicators manufacturers develop the products so that they can remain
within the law, which makes it easier for people to obtain it. This development can lead
to the user smoking an actual illegal form of weed with an effect that can be 100 times
stronger.
In some countries, like Sweden and United Kingdom, synthetic drugs such as Bonzai
usually go under the name of RC-drugs, which is an abbreviation for research chemicals.
People that have been using heavier and illegal drugs, such as heroin and cocaine, are
now turning themselves to Bonzai, because it gives them a much stronger effect and is
both cheap and easy accessible.
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In Turkey, the government changed the Turkish penal prohibition (TCK) in 2015 to
increase the penalties for Heroin, Cocaine, Morphine, Basemorphine and synthetic
cannabinoid (Bonzai) offenses by half. The criminalization of the drug has not stopped
its expansion, on the other hand, it has made it unavailable in government run stores.
An analysis of this is that criminalization has not been an effective long-term solution,
but rather a deterrent method.
The ’drug issue’ is not only about the discussion on how to keep people away from an
addiction, it also includes those already in one. A long-term solution helping those with
an addiction is therefore not criminalization, but care and rehabilitation. For a solution,
a choice should be given…not a punishment.
For a lot of people, especially those in the slums, the drug is much more than a means
to get a hit for fun, it is rather a temporary solution for a long-term problem. It takes the
pain away for the moment, but as soon as the effect diminishes, the user feels the need
to suppress the anxiety and pain.

Bonzai itself leaves irreparable effects on
body and soul. Panic attacks, schizophrenia,
death anxiety, stress, kidney failure and
mental illness are a few examples of side
effects that users suffer from in connection
with the consumption of this drug.
It is difficult for children and young people in vulnerable positions to stop using drugs
like Bonzai when they are surrounded by people who sell and consume it themselves
constantly. Normalization of drugs and alcohol in media through advertisements
and pop culture in general, results in individuals being exposed to various negative
influences. Bonzai is addictive since it has a sense of deterioration that you do not
expect from regular Cannabis. For many, the sale of this drug is a source of income
in areas where there is extreme poverty. What many tend to forget, which we should
remember, is the fact that those considered to be criminals and drug dealers are also
the most vulnerable.
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Social services turn their back on people in desperate need of help, authorities think
about their own profits, police brutality is on the rise and the media’s insensitive and
incorrect reporting of the people in the slums also leads to a lack of trust. The result
of this is a continuation in the same destructive circle, since no help is available from
the outside. Desperate situations require desperate measures. In the end, the weakest
link suffers. Criminalization is not the only solution. There needs to be more drug-free
environments, opportunities for addicts to choose care over punishment, as well as
expanding and improving more comprehensive drug education in schools.
What we need to understand is that those who sell drugs and are depicted as being
the ’bad guys’ do not always fall under the caricature of the typical drug dealer. It is not
only the young kids in street corners and suburbs, it is different companies and those
dressed in suit and ties, driving fancy cars with ‘clean’ portfolios. When talking about
the ’drug issue’ and what to do with it, do not blame the victims, blame those who profit
from other’s suffering and make business on another’s addiction.

- Aleyna Kaya
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WORDS TO HEAL:
EPISODE THREE
BY RIMSHA JAIRAJPURI

“BE THE LOVE YOU NEVER RECEIVED”
- Rune Lazuli

We need love to survive. We need love to believe in the better things. Love is essential.
Love does not have to be translated into words to be expressed –it should be felt by the
one who receives it.
Sometimes the phrase ‘I Love You’ can carry so much emotion but then again, it can
resemble a vacant shell. It can be meaningful and meaningless.
Why do we expect the love to be expressed in just these three words?
Love can be equivalent to care. It does not HAVE to be defined through words.
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Love can be that feeling of something
breaking inside of you as you let go. Love can
be that question with a hidden restlessness:
”did you get home ok?”
But sometimes we feel a little loved, a little
cared for and very ignored. We feel that our
body has been drained of hope. What we fail
to understand is that those empty pockets
within us are in need of some self-love.
Why do we expect to receive the love that we
need from another?
If we can love someone else, then that
someone else can be us too.
We are capable of love.
How can we expect love from another if we
don’t show ourselves that very love?
You need to fill those empty spaces in you.
Find things that make you happy. Find things
that you love doing. Find things that you can
conquer.
When you will look inside to find the hidden
light within, you will feel its glorious reflection
on your face.
And that love that you share with yourself
alone will be the very thing that will make
people fall madly in love with you.
Be yourself. Love yourself.
No one matters more than you.
And everyone matters after you.
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Depression is a scary reality, both for the person suffering from it and the
people around them. Sometimes it seems like this awful illness is lurking just
around the corner, ready to pounce on us and those we love at any minute.
Even though we may be no expert, we know that we don’t want that feeling of
despair, numbness, and darkness following anyone around if we can help it. In
order to stave off depression or the feelings that could lead to it, we may have
to struggle just a little more for happiness.
While no one can really achieve happiness and hold on to it permanently,
there are several ways in which we can enhance the happiness we get in this
life. Grief and loss do come, but psychologists say that happiness is more of
a choice than anything else. Seems strange, right? However, we can’t really
knock it till we’ve tried it, so below are some ways in which we can somehow
make our lives more open to happiness. While the following habits may not be
certified ways to prevent this condition, they are a step in the right direction.
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Making the intention to be happy
If you’re feeling down, try making it a choice to be happy even if you don’t feel like
it. Happiness is simply not going to fall into your lap, which is why the right to
pursue happiness is such a strong one. Against all odds, striving for happiness is
what might give us enough glimpses of it to survive.
In fact, the self-help book “The 9 Choices of Happy People” it states that intending
to be happy is one step -and intentions are really the core of any actions we do,
right? Forgive the dark example, but even killing someone without the intention
to kill them would turn a verdict or murder to manslaughter. So the intention for
innocent happiness could very well give us a chance at it.
So how can we intend to be happy? For instance, we might try thinking a bit better
about the world, about other people, and most of all ourselves. For this, we may
have to work on some skills.

Be grateful
There’s a reason why so many religions, ways of life and mindfulness techniques
focus on positive thinking and having gratitude for what we have. There’s a lot to
be said for this way of thinking. It’s not only healthy, but it can also make you a
generally happier person.
The next time you’re faced with disappointment, try a simple exercise. Get a piece
of paper and something to write with. It’s better if the writing is physical so that
your brain really connects with it. Now, write down all the things you have to be
greaftul for. Trust us; they would probably be never-ending once you start that
list.
When you practice such a habit regularly, you would soon see that your blessings
greatly overwhelm everything you think you don’t have. That roof over your head,
some extra money for treats, a good book to read and a family to worry about
you when you take all that into account, it’s not hard to be satisfied with your lot.
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Skills for happiness
• Interpersonal skills: Talk to the people around you. Some may not
appreciate being disturbed, but others may just need a chance to come out of
their shell. Waiting for others to always strike up the conversation may seem a
tad stuck-up, resulting in a pool of awkwardness and loneliness
• Self-management: Don’t just look around at the mess on your desk or your
room and sigh. Take a good look at what’s holding you back. If the clutter is
not making you happy, it should go. I personally find that taking five things out
of whatever I want to tidy up every day leads to an emptier, neater and more
relaxed atmosphere.
• Career: money is great, but it shouldn’t come at the expense of your soul. At
the same time, you shouldn’t be stuck in one place feeling like a hamster on a
wheel either. It’s by moving around and looking for new goals to achieve in new
ways that you would be able to have a more satisfying career. And when you
have something stable like that in your life, you’re much less prone to falling
into despair.
For instance, maybe you already have a day office job, but really want to write
fiction. Try starting with writing at least a page of fiction before you start on
your regular work. This may involve you waking up earlier, but it would be a
start. It would be you going forward and doing something you love. Even if you
don’t publish, you would have made something of your passion.

In a nutshell, be true to yourself and make your own
growth a priority. That’s one of the best pieces of advice
from those who’ve made it their goal to study the pursuit
of happiness. Once one decides to actively work towards
happiness, they can focus on a further pan of action.
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Look before you follow
Speaking of social media, it’s probably one of the many things that make us
feel like we’re not happy…or not happy in the right way, or not happy enough.
Had a baby? Got married? Ate a good meal? Has all of that really happened
unless you’ve posted it online? Is that really so necessary.
Now don’t get me wrong; taking selfies on special occasions and reminiscing
about them later can be a great bonding experience. The main problem seems
to be the aspect of comparison that arises. Unfortunately, social media could
easily become a competition to see who can seem the most successful, the most
beautiful, or have the most loving family/friends/significant other. If you’re not
careful, looking at your peers’ social media accounts could really depress you.
In the modern world, we’re all searching for happiness in some manner. Sadly,
though, we usually tend to search for happiness by measuring it against other
people’s. More specifically, other people’s displays of happiness.
Here’s a little tip; try not following your peers online. Stalking on
Facebook is a serious waste of time and can keep you up all night. Opening your
Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest, etc. can result in your getting overwhelmed by
all the exciting stuff your friends and colleagues are apparently doing. There are
two things to remember here:
1. It’s not real - That flawless body is probably airbrushed or photoshopped;
that beautiful view is surrounded by garbage; and that delicious food would have
resulted in a messy kitchen. This is not to say that we judge other people for
posting narrow view of reality, but that we shouldn’t get unduly impressed by it
2. Your own life and social media updates probably look beautiful,
flawless, and utterly out of reach for those more unfortunate If you must follow someone on social media, follow the people who inspire you
rather than make you feel ashamed of what you haven’t achieved. I’ve personally
found Gemma Stafford’s Bigger Bolder Baking a wonderfully uplifting profile to
follow. Simple recipes, comfort food, and everything whipped up in a jiffy! What’s
not to love?
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Taking Time Out for Happiness
Sometimes we may just spend more time longing for, searching for,
and aiming for happiness than actually enjoying the fruits of our labor. In
fact, we might even now be looking around for some perfect moment of bliss
instead of enjoying the life we’re living right now.
For instance, reading this very article, are you wishing you had a cup of coffee,
something to nibble on, or were sitting in a lovely window seat overlooking
the sea? Maybe we’re just whiling away the time until something better comes
along. Perhaps simply enjoying what’s right there, right now, can help us feel
more fulfilled. In fact, it probably will.
There’s no such thing as perfect happiness in this world; there’s always some
thought tugging you here and there. It is by letting those thoughts be and
enjoying your current joy that you would really own the moment. If you’ve made
the decision to go on a roller coaster, there’s no sense in worrying what will
happen when you start plummeting downwards. Raise your hands, scream with
excitement, and savor the thrill!

When we think about happiness, or feel happy, there is usually an element
of fleetingness and elusiveness around the whole concept. This is not
to say that we shouldn’t be striving for a higher standard of living, but
perhaps reassessing our idea of happiness. Why is that smile fading even
when you’re having a good time? Perhaps you’ve seen someone who has
it better, or thinking about a loss you’ve suffered. It happens, but that
doesn’t mean we should stop trying to be happy.
In fact, the point of all that’s written above actually means we should
actively be trying and choosing to be happy, in spite of all that life throws
at us. A few stumbles, even a gaping crack in our happiness can still be
overcome if we retain our positivity against all odds. And maybe we need
that kind of pursuit if we are to remain functional, fulfilled human beings.
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Anxiety is a natural human response, it acts as a safety guard whenever our body senses danger
and makes us more alert and respond faster. But, too much anxiety is problematic, sometimes
making us oversensitive and keeping us on high alert constantly, even when there is no threat
present at all. This anxiety makes living difficult as you are anxious when there is no need to be,
which can influence your day to day life, making it harder to breathe, think or even just be.
Don’t feel bad that you have anxiety. Your mind is just working a little harder than others– it’s
just being a little too overprotective. Fighting it won’t help, it’ll only drain you further. So, here
are some general tips that you can try out to help you deal with anxiety!

1.

Anxiety starts to happen when these intrusive thoughts start swarming,

clouding your mind. What if this happens, what if that doesn’t happen, what if…what
if. Sometimes we have to try and get use to accepting the fact that we can’t control
everything.
What you could do is try to write those thoughts on paper and reflect on them. How
likely are these to happen. We tend to over exaggerate what will happen in situations.
Eventually, when we are in that certain situation and find that we are okay and that
nothing has happened, we realise all those clouding thoughts were just getting in the
way of us living.

2.

Reflect and learn what triggers your anxiety, is it work, school, friends and

family? Whenever you are feeling anxious jot down how you are feeling, what sparked
the anxiety, note the date and time, the weather, location, what is going on in your life
and just anything that comes to mind. This will help you keep a track of when you get
anxious and overtime you can use what you have written to try to find patterns. This
can be beneficial as you are more likely in the future to predict what might trigger your
anxiety, allowing you to be more prepared and ready to tackle it.

3.

One thing you can do to slow and calm your anxious mind down is to try deep

breathing -inhale for 3 and exhale for 5 slowly and repeat this until your heart doesn’t
feel like it is going to fall out of you. OR, try massaging the pressure point on your wrist
(it is about 3 fingers width from the wrist crease) when you feel anxious this can help.

4.

Occupy your brain with something else! Maybe a puzzle, a riddle, word search,

a brain-teaser app or even attempting the alphabet backwards. This takes your mind
off whatever is giving you anxiety and moves it to a different place. Eventually, you will
realise nothing bad has happened and you are okay.
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5.

You can try purchasing a colouring book and take

up colouring! The thing with colouring is it can take you
into a meditative sate without having to force yourself
to meditate. And it doesn’t require much brain power or
artistic ability. Anyone can colour! It really helps you to
focus and zone out, giving you some headspace to calm
down.

6.

Try some DIY! You could try to create a sensory bottle

(try it, trust me it’s fun!) – all you need is a clear bottle,
glitter or beads, warm water and clear glue.
a. Add about a half bottle of glue
b. Add warm water
c. Then add whatever glitter, confetti or beads you want
d. Close the bottle, shake it and watch the glitter descend
Check out this video on how to make different
types of sensory bottles: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QU1gXEKb90o
These sensory bottles really help whenever you feel
anxious you can give it a shake and watch the glitter fall, it
is really calming. Also as you watch the glitter fall you can
focus on your breathing as well.

Remember you have everything in you to get where
you want to be and live with this anxiety. Accept
that it is there. Even if you don’t believe it, act as
though it is true. This will make your mind believe
that it is true.
If you keep doubting yourself, it will only make you
more anxious. This is your life and it is up to you to
change it and make it easier to live. I believe in you.
Good luck on your journey!
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SOME WOMEN BEHIND

THE MOVEMENT
BY SAFIYA
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Suffrage: the right to vote in political elections
This year marks the 100th anniversary of women being granted the right to vote
in the United Kingdom. Even then, it was only women over the age of 30 who were
householders that were given this right, whereas that year saw all men over the age of
21 granted suffrage. Women over the age of 21 did not get the right to vote until 10
years later.
We’ve all heard of the Suffragettes. A group of women who were active in the late
19th century and early 20th century in protesting for women to have the right to vote.
Emmeline Pankhurst founded the ‘Women’s Social and Political Union’ (WSPU) and she
decided the movement would have to become radical in order for it to have any effect.
The first World War meant many of Britain’s men were away fighting in said war. Those
that remained were either too old or young to go to war, and therefore work as well, or
they were injured from battle. This meant that the majority of the workforce were now
women and much to the despair of the government, they were heavily reliant on women
for the country’s industries to keep going and on supplies for the war.
This context was partly why the government eventually relented and gave women
suffrage in this country. The women’s right to vote was one good thing which came out
of the war and who knows if or when women would have been given the right to vote in
this country otherwise.
One of the most well-known Suffragettes, Emily Davison was born in southeast London.
She studied at Oxford University, although at that time women were not allowed to earn
degrees (no surprises there). She joined the WSPU in 1906 and after three years, she
gave up her job as a teacher to work full time for the suffragette movement.
Emily Davison was one of the most militant members of the movement and she was
relentless in her efforts. She was frequently arrested for public disturbances and spent
some short periods in prison.
During one of her spells in prison, Davison went on hunger strike and, much to the
frustration of the prison guards, resisted force-feeding. On 4th June 1913, Emily Davison
attended the Derby at Epsom racecourse where the King was in attendance to watch
one of his horse’s race.

Although her intentions were unclear, Davison ran out on to the race track when the
King’s horse was racing and was unfortunately killed by injuries she sustained from the
oncoming horses. The incident was captured on three newsreel cameras at the time.
It has been argued that she intended to martyr herself in front of the King and all of the
public watching, to bring attention to the movement. It has also been argued that she
was attempting to bring down the King’s horse or she was simply reckless and intended
to run across the track. However, recent analysis of the footage has found that her
movements suggested she was trying to attach a scarf to the King’s horse. Whatever her

intentions, her actions did attract a lot of attention and a memorial held for her enticed
a huge crowd.
Another significant Suffragette in the UK was Sophia Duleep Singh. Her father was exiled
to England after he abdicated his throne of the Kingdom of Punjab to the British Raj.
Her godmother was Queen Victoria. She was one of several south Asian women who
were pioneers in the movement for women’s rights in Britain. Furthermore, herself and
her fellow Suffragettes also pressed for similar movements in the colonies of the time.
Sophia, along with Emmeline Pankhurst and several other Suffragettes, went to the
House of Commons on 18 November 1910 - later known as Black Friday - where they
hoped to meet with the Prime Minister. The Home Secretary at the time, ordered
them to be removed from the premises and in the process, a number of women were
seriously injured.
Sophia became the president Committee of the Suffragette Fellowship after the death
of Emmeline Pankhurst. Sophia has not been widely recognised or appreciated for her
efforts in the suffrage movement and was almost completely overlooked until 70 years
later and she still goes largely forgotten.
As in most areas of history, the suffragette movement too has been whitewashed. After
Sophia’s death she was cremated in accordance with Sikh rites and her ashes were
spread in India.
Thank you to all the women who struggled and strived so that today women can take
their suffrage for granted. Thank you to all of the women whose names we don’t know
because they weren’t upper class, wealthy or of a certain colour. Thank you to every
woman who made the movement what it was and contributed in any way.
What a shame that it took this democratic country so long to give its women the simple
right to vote.

“We are here not because we are law-breakers;
we are here in our efforts to become law-makers.”
– EMMELINE PANKHURST
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"However difficult life may seem, there is
always something you can do and succeed at, it
matters that you don’t just give up”
Stephen Hawking
(1914 – 2018)
As a writer what matters to me to the most is that I am always able to deliver content that I
myself admire, and in return will be beneficial to my readers. I guess that is the aim of every
artist. Not too long ago, we faced a tragic loss of the famous Physicist Stephen Hawking.
Globally, some were deeply affected and others weren’t at all phased. Every person has
their own reasons, yet at some point during this month our fingers ached to type the name
of Stephen Hawking onto our keyboards.
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It’s the curiosity to know the life he lived,
the projects he worked on, the people
who were in his life, and how he had an
impact on them. It’s at this moment we
realise that we do secretly care about
Hawking’s passing, not because he may be
our fourth or fifth cousin from a myth our
grandparents told us. But because he lived
a life which was about gaining knowledge,
succeeding and not letting our weaknesses
take over. Really and truly if people are so
concerned about Kylie Jenner’s enigmatic
pregnancy, then why isn’t Hawking’s legacy
our concern? This is also a true reflection
of life in its most natural form, whilst new
life is coming into this world, another life
is moving onto what is beyond what we
know.
As a student, at the mere age of 21,
Hawking was diagnosed with ALS
(Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) –a motor
neurone disease that causes muscle
wasting, weakness, twitching, speech and
swallowing problems. As a student myself
I could not even imagine enduring life
Stephen Hawking did.. Your early twenties
are about exploring yourself and fitting
into the shoes you want to wear for the
rest of your life. So, knowing that you might
not be able to make the next five years,
I can only imagine what a distraught and
disheartening feeling is left behind. Yet as
we know, Hawking went to live many more
years than five.

Many people had a lot to say about Hawking’s belief that there is no God, especially knowing
that he was a Physicist. People were curious to know how he so passionately believed in
the Law of Physics, without the power of God. Although Hawking released a number of
books explaining his studies, to majority of people his understanding of the world was
extraordinary. Knowing that he has passed and has only left for us his studies on the law of
Physics and other projects, the best thing we can do as his readers is to let him be.
There is only so much we can understand about a person without talking to them,
otherwise everything we read or hear is essentially rumours, assumptions, and opinions.
In the end Hawking did have a belief, he believed in Science. And in a world of diversity and
love we should respect that even if it is not our own personal belief. Because you cannot
forget, Hawking did give us books to read, and another perspective to Science without a
white board and a frustrated teacher. He had something to offer to the world with love and
kindness and that alone we should be thankful for.
If you are passionate about something, whether it’s Neuroscience or the art of writing, I
hope after reading this goodbye to Professor Stephen Hawking, you find the courage to
pursue what you love. Because I am sure if there is one last thing that Hawking could have
said to us many years after losing his ability to talk and move, it is that if you believe in
yourself nothing will ever be impossible.
Professor Stephen Hawking, thanking you for teaching us about the wonders of the world.
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If you do good and expect the other person to do the same
thing, then that is where you are wrong. You need to realise
not every coin is the same. You have to learn to give without
wanting it back. It is in human nature to expect things from loved
ones however, these expectations which we set (even without
thinking) are the things which kill us later. These expectations
hurt us so much, because we keep those people on a very high
pedestal and expect things, which may seem very simple to us
but to others it’s a lot. We need to realise that not everyone has
the capability or the strength to do the things what we can do.
We need to learn that no two humans are same despite how
similar their wants, needs, likes or dislikes are. At the end of the
day you are 2 completely different people with your own hearts
and brains. We think differently, we work differently. Our morals,
our values, our way of life is completely different. So, whenever
you do something don’t always expect something in return,
don’t set your standards so high that when people don’t reach
them, it crushes you and your expectations. Life is a cycle and to
keep this cycle moving you have to balance it by going through
hardships and ease, love and hate, difficulties and tranquillity.

Shumaila x
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Get Involved
Calling all writers, photographers, poets, story tellers, chefs,
deep thinkers and travellers - #UnreadMagazine is the
perfect platform for you to express yourself, embrace your
talent and make your voice heard.
Not only will your work be published, but you will be
boosting your skills and adding to your experience.
Perfect eh?
Whether you’re an aspiring journalist, a part-time writer, a
student with a dream or someone who is passionate about
raising awareness of a certain movement, Unread welcomes
you!
Interested? Get in touch now!
Send a short bio about yourself to
unreadmagazine@gmail.com
Please mention:
- Your interests
- Your background (occupation/field of study)
- What could you bring to the magazine?
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